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Abstract
The objective of this thesis is to determine whether a complex full body activity, ‘continuous
linked ski turns’ as performed in downhill skiing, learnt on a new ski simulator can be
transferred into the real world.
A secondary goal is to establish whether this process provides any advantages over
learning by performing the actual activity (safer, more convenient; available at any location,
time and in any weather and cost less than learning those skills from scratch in the real
world).
The importance of the research is in testing if the existing benefits of simulators in areas
such as aviation and medicine can also be applied to learning whole‐body complex skills. As
yet it appears that when very complex movements are simulated they are different from
those developed on the real task. To date there is little evidence that simulation is effective
in acquiring the complex whole‐body skills and control necessary for effective action in the
sporting arena.
The main results from this research have provided some tentative evidence to support the
above mentioned objective and goal.
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Chapter 1
Research introduction and background.
All dynamic whole‐body activity involves a complex relationship between inter alia,
perception, cognition and muscular coordination. In the sporting arena many if not most
dynamic whole‐body activities involve large movements by all muscle groups, and skills in
these activities are acquired by repetition of the actual activity. The actual activity may be
broken down into incomplete components for training purposes, but in general a footballer
trains by playing football, a gymnast by performing gymnastics and so on. Can such
dynamic whole‐body activities be learnt by simulation? Although there are some limited
aspects of sporting activity that may be simulated such as hitting a golf ball where the
player’s feet are mostly static, in general there is little evidence that simulation is effective
in acquiring the complex whole‐body skills and control necessary for effective action in the
sporting arena (Schmidt, R.A. & Lee, T.D., 2005: 458). Evidence of simulation as a successful
learning tool is mainly limited to cases such as driving a motor vehicle or flying an aircraft
where the muscular coordination consists of carefully controlled small magnitude actions,
primarily of hands and feet.
This thesis investigates whether a complex full body activity learnt on a simulator can be
transferred into the real world. A secondary goal is to establish whether this process
provides any advantages over learning by performing the actual activity.
The importance of the research is in testing if the existing benefits of simulators in areas
such as aviation and medicine can also be of benefit in learning whole‐body complex skills.
Literature suggests that when very complex movements are simulated they are different
from those developed on the real task. Schmidt & Lee (2005: 458) say a reason for this is
that simulations are frequently applied with no consideration for the types of transfer that
will result.
Maran & Galvin (2003) argue that to avoid negative transfer of complex tasks a simulator
must accurately replicate the movements of the real activity. To do this a simulator must
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not only reproduce the engineering or physical accuracy of the real task but more
significantly the way it captures the psychological or functional aspects of the real task.
Simulators have been used successfully as training aids in aviation since 1955 when they
were first approved by the US Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). Today all commercial
and military pilots must attain their technical skills certification by training on a flight
simulator precisely for the aircraft they will fly. The success of flight simulators is a result of
advances in modern technology, in particular computing. This has enabled simulators to be
used increasingly in other fields such as surgery (Stava, 2001). Maran & Galvin (2003)
argue that the benefit of medical simulators is that they can mimic some aspects of a
working environment which can vary in levels of complexity. They summarised the
advantages for using simulators in medical training as follows:
-

creates a risk‐free learning environment,

-

allows errors to develop and to be pursued to their natural end,

-

enables a process that supports deliberate practice, reflection and feedback, (reflection‐
in‐action) that can be repeated until a skill has been mastered. This has been shown to
enhance long term skills attainment and accuracy,

-

tasks can be simplified so as to remove undesired distractions,

-

training can be personalized to individual needs,

-

transference of skills to the real world is enhanced (reflection‐on‐action),

-

evaluation standards can be enhanced.

Of importance is that these advantages should apply to most simulated training
applications.
However, Maran & Galvin (2003) note that an essential component for any simulator device
is an accompanying educational teaching and learning program. They argue that many
simulators are under‐utilised because they are purchased with no educational support
material to facilitate and maximize their use. Consequently, in order for a complex full body
activity learnt on a simulator to transfer into the real world, a holistic approach will be
required which comprises:
‐ A simulator where the types of transfers that result have been considered as a
fundamental part of its design process. It must precisely reproduce both the engineering or
physical accuracy and the psychological or functional aspects of the real task, and
2

‐ A specifically tailored educational teaching and learning program.

The activity chosen for the study is downhill snow skiing as it is a dynamic whole‐body
activity involving a complex relationship between, inter alia, perception, cognition and
muscular coordination. Burton, Brown & Fisher (1984) view skiing as an extremely
complex skill. Williams & Hodges (2004: 99) depict downhill skiing as a complex skill as it
requires “a comprehensive measure of motor abilities that includes strength, flexibility and
coordination”. Furthermore the often unpredictable environment, in particular the surface,
coupled with the need to adapt the body to wearing ski boots can make maintaining balance
and coordination more difficult (Fu & Stone, 1994).
Three important terms at the core of this research are skill, complexity and coordination:
 Skill is described by Magill (1993: 6‐7, 422) as “an action or task that has a specific goal to
achieve”. It is also an indicator of performance quality as a result of practice and not
conditioned by genetic disposition (Schmidt, R.A. & Lee, T.D., 2005: 468).
 Complexity is used to describe a skill, task or action. A complex skill is one comprised of
several parts or components requiring high information processing demands including
their coordination in time (Magill, 1993: 298, 416) (Schmidt, 1991: 283). Magill (1993: 416)
also notes that complexity is distinct from difficulty. For example skiing is a complex skill
because it consists of a number of parts, some of which include edging, lower leg rotation,
edge release, turning, drifting , carving, absorbing bumps, arm position for pole planting,
maintaining body centre for balance, timing etc. (Clendenin, 2007). However what makes
skiing difficult is not the number of parts but rather the level of detail in each of the parts
and the unpredictable environment.
 Coordination is an essential element in all complex skills which involves organizing
muscles to act as one to produce skilled movements within the environment (Magill, 1993:
86‐87).
The simulator chosen for the study is a new downhill ski simulator designed and developed
by the author. It was chosen because its design and development aligned with the findings
of Maran et al., (2003), Schmidt et al., (2005: 458) and Stava (2001) and therefore provided
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a sound basis to test if a simulated whole body activity can transfer into the real world.
Importantly, a holistic approach was adopted for its design where all the components of its
development process were thoroughly considered, supported and fully integrated. In this
process components refer to current knowledge pertaining to design processes (refer
chapter 2), science and physics of skiing (refer chapter 2.2.2) and the theories for learning
complex skills (refer chapter 2.2.3).
This holistic approach is integral to ensuring a user would be more likely to learn the
complex skills and coordination of downhill snow skiing and that these transfer into the
real world (Schmidt et al., 2005: 458), (Lind & Sanders, 2004), (Muller, Bacharach, Klika,
Lindinger & Schwameder. 2005) and (Federolf, 2005).
Because the design of the new simulator is pivotal for supporting the research it is
important to first discuss the design process, methodology and supporting theories which
led to its development.

1.1 The reason for designing a new downhill snow ski simulator was because a review
of simulators on the market revealed that there was nothing that enabled a user to closely
simulate the actions of snow skiing which:
‐ Did not require the use of poles, skis and wearing of ski boots.
‐ Allowed a user to wear either every day shoes or ski boots.
‐ Was small and fairly compact with a foot print of less than 1 metre x 3 metres. This size is
comparable with some of the larger treadmills and therefore would be suitable for most
fitness centres or private home use.
The advantages of not requiring ski boots and skis and having a small foot print are that:
‐ When the simulator is used commercially the cost, space and logistics involved in carrying
and storing sufficient boots and skis to accommodate the general public are eliminated.
‐ Considerable time savings result from not having to put on ski boots and skis. Long turn‐
around time to fit equipment is not desirable for commercial enterprises such as fitness
centres etc where time is important for both customer satisfaction and costs.
4

‐ The machine can be much smaller if skis are not required as skis are fairly lengthy. Size is
an important consideration and it is a major reason why current Ski Deck type simulators
(refer chapter 1.2) are only sold in very small numbers and are rarely sold for domestic use.
This is because Ski Deck type simulators require ski boots and skis to be worn making them
fairly large; the smallest ones having a 2.5 metre x 2.5 metre foot print.
‐ Wear problems caused by ski edges can be eliminated if skis are not required. This is a
further reason why Ski Deck type simulators have a very limited market as their costly ski
deck carpets require regular replacement due to high wear rates from ski edges. A common
method used to reduce the high carpet wear is to round the ski edges by filing them.
Although this does reduce carpet wear it has a negative effect of reducing edge grip making
it difficult to perform and practice carved turns. New ski carpets have been developed, such
as those used by the “Realli‐Ski” deck simulator (refer chapter 1.2), which carve well with
slightly rounded edges (http://www.realli‐ski.co.uk) however, while they do wear less they
are more expensive than the old carpets.

1.2 The review of simulators on the market looked specifically for skiing and
snowboarding simulators. This involved:
‐ An internet search for all ski and snowboard simulators and similar products
currently available on the market, and
‐ Contacting suppliers and manufacturers of snow sport products and video
arcade type games.
The results revealed that all simulators on the market today fall into three categories.
 Ski exercise machines.
 Ski deck machines.
 Video arcade machines.
Ski exercise machines are designed to maintain ski fitness but do not simulate the same
muscle coordination skills required for downhill snow skiing. Therefore someone who has
never downhill‐snow skied will not learn by using one of these machines.

5

There are 3 commercially available Ski exercise machines on the market today these are:
- Skiers Edge (http://www.skiersedge.com/)
- Pro Ski‐Simulator (http://www.ski‐simulator.com/)
‐ Sky Tec‐Interactive (http://skytec‐interactive.com/index.html)

Skiers Edge

Pro Ski‐Simulator

Sky Tec‐Interactive

Ski deck machines do simulate downhill snow skiing and snowboarding. These machines
not only maintain ski and snowboarding fitness but should also assist the development of
the coordination, muscle control and skills necessary for downhill snow skiing and
snowboarding. However these machines have a number of drawbacks:
‐ They are fairly large (the smallest measuring about 2.5 metres wide, 3
metres deep and up to 1 to 2 metres high). This makes them difficult to
transport and require large floor areas and ceiling heights to accommodate.
‐ They are expensive to operate due to high power consumption and
maintenance costs; require a large 5 to 10 horse power motor and suffer from
high carpet/mat wear requiring regular maintenance and replacement.
‐ The user must wear ski boots and skis, and
‐ In most cases have an overhead safety harness for the user to prevent falls
and injuries.
Because of their size and cost these machines are rarely sold for domestic use. Instead they
are almost exclusively owned by businesses operating them on a commercial basis.
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There are a number of Ski deck machines on the market and because of their size and cost
most are built in small numbers and are mostly owned by businesses that operate them to
teach learners how to ski and snowboard. Some of these include:
‐ EVI “The Mountain” and “Deck on Wheels”
(http://www.executivevisions.com/projectdetails.asp?ProjectID=118#img)
‐ Realli‐Ski simulator (http://www.realli‐ski.co.uk/)
‐ Slope Infinity (http://www.slope8.com/)
‐ Endless Slope (http://www.endlesslope.com/)

Slope Infinity

Endless Slope

EVI “The Mountain”
Realli‐Ski

Video arcade machines are designed for video arcades. Although these machines are fun
to use they provide limited ski and snowboard fitness. Furthermore because the
movements required to ski on these machines are different from real skiing they develop no
real snow skiing or snowboarding coordination skills.
There are two manufacturers of Video arcade machines, Namco and Sega as listed below:
‐ 1995 Namco ltd. “Alpine Racer”
(http://www.allgame.com/cg/agg.dll?p=agg&sql=1:9489)
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‐ 1996 Sega Enterprises Ltd. “Ski Super G”
(http://www.allgame.com/cg/agg.dll?p=agg&sql=1:11039)

Namco‐ Alpine Racer

Sega‐ Ski Super G
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Chapter 2
The process for designing and developing the new downhill
snow skiing simulator.
The design of the new simulator posed an initial design problem. How could the complexity
of the task be simplified with so many variables to be considered? The reason for so many
variables is because snow skiing is an extremely complex activity further complicated by
the environment such as changing snow conditions and weather. Additionally, as with most
design tasks there is always a level of uncertainty in regard to the outcomes. In this case the
level of uncertainty was compounded as there was no evidence that this level of simulation
had been attempted in the past. There was nothing to take directions from suggesting
whether or not it was possible to simulate the sensations and actions of snow skiing
without the use of poles, ski boots and skis and if the simulated skills would transfer into
the real world (refer chapters 1 and 2.2).
In response, a process was used which broke down the complexity of the task into a series
of smaller more manageable tasks that were further divided into stages (Roozenburg, &
Eekels, 1995 & Wright, 1998). Tests at the end of each stage were conducted to ensure that
issues were resolved before progressing to the next stage.
This process encouraged regular monitoring and review which provided a means of
managing the level of uncertainty and ensuring greater confidence and probability of
achieving a successful outcome.
A feature of this process, as illustrated in Diagram 1, involves revisiting and modifying tasks
at any time during the development process to respond to new discoveries. This
characteristic catered for the inventive nature of the project as it was not possible at the
start of the project to foresee what might evolve during the design process. This process of
action and review was part of the ideology of critical inquiry as noted by Crotty (1998:157‐
159) that invites researchers to reflect and review each action because with each action
circumstances change.
9

Diagram 1. Illustrates the process that was devised to develop the new downhill
ski simulator.
This process of action and review safeguards against distortions and reflects the fact that
design is a cyclic process with movement between reflection and action spiralling around
(clockwise and anticlockwise) and up and down.
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This idea of action and review is found in the work of Schon (1983) who put forward his
reflective practitioner model in which he describes how professionals such as doctors,
lawyers, architects teachers etc. utilize personal theories of practice. These personal
theories of practice explain that when confronted with a problem, professionals go through
a process of reflection–in‐action which typically follows the following events:
-

We respond to routine situations based on tacit knowledge.

-

When an unexpected outcome arises we respond with a surprise that attracts our
interest.

-

This leads to reflection‐in‐action. We ask ourselves “What’s going on here?” and “What
was I thinking that led up to this?”

-

We instantly reflect, re‐examine supposition or review and pose the problem in
alternative ways.

-

We perform an “on‐the‐spot experiment” where we test the new ideas and observe the
effects. The cycle of routine performance, surprise, interpretation, experiment is
repeated until a desired outcome is achieved.

2.1 Prepare the design brief:
The purpose of the design brief was to drive and guide the design process for the new
downhill ski simulator. The design brief identified all the features and requirements that
should be embodied in the new downhill ski simulator. These features and requirements
formed the project aims as listed below.
Project aims:
1. To design, develop and build a prototype for a new downhill ski simulator that enables a
user to simulate downhill snow skiing, is user friendly, simple, compact, lightweight, safe to
use, can be used with everyday shoes or ski boots, does not require skis to be worn, is far
more power efficient than existing ski deck simulators and is easy to manufacture and
maintain.
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2. To design a machine that existing skiers would use to maintain and or improve their
skiing skills.
3. To design a machine on which someone with no snow skiing experience could learn how
to snow ski and then transfer those skills into the real world.
4. To develop a machine that is fun to use by capturing the physical and psychological
sensations of downhill skiing.
5. To design a machine for the following target markets:
‐Existing skiers who want to maintain and or improve their skiing skills.
‐People who have never skied and who want to learn to ski.
‐Those in the general public who want a new exercise experience that is
fun.
6. To develop a machine whose design would be suitable for both commercial and domestic
use.

2.2 The Design Research:
The design research task identified the theoretical basis that would support the design of
the new simulator. Below is a breakdown of the research stages:
1. Literature review of all simulators on the market (refer chapter 1 & 1.2).
2. Patents search of prior ski simulator inventions (refer chapter 2.2.1).
3. Review the science and physics of snow skiing (refer chapter 2.2.2).
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4. Literature on learning complex skills in particular snow skiing (refer
chapter 2.2.3).
5. Information on specific design issues (ergonomic requirements).
The first four research stages helped to support and decide the basic design concept, initial
CADD model of the simulator and direction for the project. The fifth research stage
addressed individual design issues when they arose within the design stages.
Below is a summary of the research findings:

2.2.1 Patents search of prior ski simulator inventions.
The patents search on ski simulators uncovered over 100 patents. Most of the patents
related to variations of the different types listed in chapter 1.2. The first patent relating to a
ski simulator was issued in 1941 in Germany to Heinrich Ermel ‐ US patent No. 2251927.
This patent described a device along the lines of the ski deck machines. There have since
been a number of patents regarding various refinements to the ski deck design. In
particular 2 issued to Raymond L. Hall in 1960‐ US patent No. 3047291 and in 1962‐ US
patent No. 3224763 that basically describe the ski deck as embodied today. However the
majority of patents on ski simulators relate to devices along the lines of the ski exercise
type described earlier.
Of all the patents investigated, apart from the ski deck type devices, only one other patent
described a device that in theory required a user to employ the same muscle coordination,
actions and skills to ski on the device as are required to ski on snow. This was another
patent issued to Raymond L. Hall in 1969‐ US patent No. 3455550 as seen in image 1.
Simply described this device consisted of a sloped platform with two horizontal slots
through which protruded the top surfaces of two rotating rollers. On the rollers run a pair
of skis which engaged the rollers via two trucks attached to the underside of each ski. These
trucks act like skate board trucks so that when the skies are tilted the trucks steer thereby
causing the skis and user to travel laterally from side to side along the rollers. There are two
13

problems with this design. Firstly it has limited turning angle. Secondly the spinning rollers
pose a serious safety risk if a user or observer falls on the rollers or caught their clothing on
the rollers.

Image 1 . R. L. Hall Ski Simulation Apparatus.
The conclusions from the review of commercially available ski simulators and the patents
search was that the new ski simulator design would be based on the principles of the ski
deck type simulators while incorporating a truck type steering system along the lines of the
Raymond L. Hall 1969‐ US patent No. 3455550 simulator. It was also decided that the
device would be powered by an electric motor (as with the ski deck type simulators) and
14

that all the main driving mechanisms would be enclosed within a housing to ensure
operator safety. The only powered parts external to the housing would be two separate foot
mounting units to accommodate the user’s feet.

2.2.2. Review of the science and physics of snow skiing
In the 90’s snow skis went through a revolutionary change which is ongoing today. Before
the 90’s skis for beginners to expert skiers were about 170cm to 220cm in length and the
average length was 204cm (http://ski.lovetoknow.com/Ski_Length_Calculator), (Rudiger
et al., 1980: 37). Today the average modern skis for beginners to experts are only about
140cm to 185cm in length. However a few manufacturers do make a limited range of longer
skies up to 195cm in length. These longer skies are mostly for expert skiers who ski
ungroomed terrain (www.realskier.com).
Modern skis are not only shorter but they are also wider, have deeper side cuts, are lighter
and have different stiffness characteristics to their predecessors. These bigger side cuts
have reduced their turning radii from about 32m prior to the 90’s to about 14m today. All
these changes have made skis easier to turn and control which has resulted in skiing being
easier to learn (Muller, Bacharach, Klika, Lindinger & Schwameder, 2005, p.15), (Lind &
Sanders, 2004, p.53).
From these changes has emerged the carved turn. A carved turn is one which does not rely
on skidding. It is a turn where the tip and tail of the ski follow the same path through the
turn. Carved turns leave clean parallel rail track like impressions in the snow as illustrated
in images 2 and 3 (http://www.youcanski.com/en/instruction/core_concepts). Carved
turns were not possible with pre 90’s skis because they had virtually no side cuts (Lind &
Sanders, 2004, p.105‐106).
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Image 2. Difference between a skidded and a carved parallel turn.
(LeMaster, 2009, p.30)

Image 3a. Skier Greg Gurshman (Race Ski
Coach) performing a carved turn.
http://www.youcanski.com/en/coaching/g
reg_photo_gallery

Image 3b. Impression left by a carved
turn.
www.youcanski.com/en/instruction/c
arving
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Ski boot designs have also been affected by these changes. Prior to the carve turn, ski boot
were designed to ramp up (elevate) the heel in order to tilt the lower leg forward and
slightly inwards with the knee positioned approximately over the big toe. In this position
the skier could more easily torque the ski into the snow, by pushing down with the shin, to
initiate a turn. However, when carving a turn a skier only needs to tilt the ski laterally into
the snow. Therefore, because there is no need to torque the ski into the snow, the need for
boots with forward lean and ramped heels is no longer required. In fact for carving turns
the lower leg is best at right angle to the ski, with the foot fitting snugly into the boot and
approximately in line with the ski. These characteristics combined with good lateral
stiffness are the ideal boot requirements that enable the slightest side ways movements of
the lower leg to cause the ski to tilt onto its edge and carve a turn (Lind & Sanders, 2004,
p.70‐72, 93 & 99). Therefore one of the most important features of a ski boot is the need to
stabilise the ankle from any lateral rotation while allowing a certain amount of forward and
backwards rotation (Lind & Sanders, 2004, p.55).
The search on the science and physics of snow skiing identified the following as key factors
concerning the dynamics of skiing:
1. Ski length.
2. Ankle lateral stability.
3. The skis turning radius.
4. The edging angle of a ski.
5. Average skiing velocity.
6. Minimum width of a skiers track.
7. Maximum angle of the skis in relation to the slope.
8. The fundamental elements of skiing.
These eight factors played a critical role in determining the design parameters for the new
simulator ensuring the simulated ski movements would be as close as possible to real snow
ski movements (Schmidt et al. (2005:458) and Maran & Galvin (2003)). Below is a summary
of these eight factors:
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Ski length. Short skis (140‐185 cm) are lighter, easier to turn, control and learn on (Muller,
Bacharach, Klika, Lindinger & Schwameder, 2005, p. 15 (Lind & Sanders, 2004, p. 53). For
the new simulator the forces experienced by the user were designed to mimic those exerted
by a pair of modern carve skis approximately 160cm in length. This was achieved by
designing each foot retaining plate (refer chapter 2.3.3‐ image 10 and chapter 2.4‐ image
11) and mechanism to be no heavier than the weight of an average 160cm length ski with
bindings and ski boot; approximately 5.5 Kg . This would allow all standards of skiers to
benefit from using the machine.
Ankle lateral stability. When skiing, one of the most important features of a ski boot is the
need to stabilise the ankle from any lateral rotation while allowing a certain amount of
forward and backwards rotation (Lind & Sanders, 2004, p. 55). For the new ski simulator a
means for stabilising the ankle as described above was also included.
The skis turning radius. Determines how quickly a ski will change direction. The main
feature that establishes a skis‐turning radius is its side cut, as illustrated in image 4.
Generally the bigger the side cut the smaller the skis turning radius. A ski with a small
turning radius is normally easier to turn than one with a larger turning radius. However, as
speeds increase a ski with a small turning radius is usually less stable than a ski with a
larger turning radius. Typically the turning radius of modern skis range from 11m to 20m
(www.realskier.com).

Image 4. Ski side cut.
For the new simulator a turning radius of 13 metres was applied as this would make it
easier to turn.
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The edging angle of a ski is the angle created when a ski is tilted onto its edge. It is the
angle between the base of the ski and the snow as illustrated by angle Φ in image 5.

Φ

Image 5. Edging angle

The edging angle Φ of a ski has a direct effect on its turning radius. Generally the greater the
edging angle Φ the smaller the turning radius. However, as the edging angle increases
above 35 degrees its affect on the turning radius start to level out. Once the edging angle
goes past 50 degrees the turning radius remains virtually constant as demonstrated in an
experiment by Federolf (2005, p.122) as illustrated in image 6.

Image 6. Edging angle and turning radius. Federolf (2005, p122)
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Apart from the skis side cut and edging angle there are several other factors that affect a
ski’s turning radius. These include the ski’s bending and torsional stiffness, the force
applied by the skier and the snow strength (Federolf, 2005, p.122). The affects of all these
variables cause the ski to bend forming an arc as illustrated in image 7. This arc is what
gives the skis its turning radius.

Image 7. Ski forming a turning arc. (Federolf, 2005, p116)
For the new simulator an edging angle of 30 degrees was applied as this would be more
than adequate to mimic most skiing situations.

Average skiing velocity for an expert skier when performing a series of continuously
linked ski turns is between 15‐40 Kph. For the new simulator drive power was delivered by
a one and a half horse power variable speed DC motor where the speed could be varied
from 0‐15 Kph. However, the speed can easily be changed to 0‐20Kph by changing the
gearing if required.

Minimum width of a skiers track is the distance travelled from side to side, when
performing a series of carved turns. This distance was determined by observing video
footage and photos of skiers (taken from above and front on) and data from an experiment
by Schiefermuller C., Liddinger S. & Muller (Muller, Bacharach, Klika, Lindinger &
Schwameder, 2005, p.175). In both cases this distance was calculated to be between
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600mm and 1,200mm (refer image 8 & 9). On the new simulator a 2 metre track was
applied as this provided a reasonable margin.

The maximum angle of the skis in relation to the slope, when performing a series of
carved turns, was determined by reviewing overhead photos of expert skier’s tracks.
Measurements derived from these photos revealed this angle to be approximately 25
degrees as illustrated in image 9.
It is important to understand that this angle varies. Skiers vary this angle to control their
speed. For example, as a slope steepens a skier will generally increase this angle to maintain
a constant speed. Snow conditions will also affect this angle.
On the new simulator the maximum angle of the skis in relation to the slope was set at 40
degrees as this provided a reasonable margin.

25°

CoG PT- Centre of gravity for Parallel turns
CoG CT- Centre of gravity for Carved turns

Image 8. (Muller, Bacharach, Klika, Lindinger &
Schwameder, 2005, p.175)

Fall line

Image 9.

The fundamental elements (subskills) of skiing include: •Stance, •Rotary actions,
•Edging, •Pressure Control, •Balance, •Flexing and extending, •Pole use and timing (Harb,
2006: 3), (Clendenin, 2007), (Heckelman, 2001), (Feldman L. (2005). Youcanski.com) and
(Lemaster, 2010).
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In order for the new simulator to fulfil the project aims (refer chapter 2.1) it must allow a
user to mimic these fundamental elements both dynamically and psychologically (the
sensation) as follows:
•

Stance/Torso position: Keeping the shoulders facing down the slope and the torso
relatively vertical. How wide the feet are apart.

•

Rotary actions/Counteracting: Ability to turn/rotate the legs relative to the rest of your
body to make the skis turn. Rotary actions aligned with edging and pressure control
allowing the skier to initiate the turn and steer the skis through the turn (Feldman L.
(2005). Youcanski.com).

•

Edging/Tipping and Drift: Edging involves rolling of the legs and feet to place the skis on
their edges to produce carved turns, while feathering the edges allows the skis to drift.

•

Pressure Control: Ability to change, manipulate and control the pressures involved in
skiing without disrupting balance. Subtle control of pressures from ski to ski and along
the length of each ski by constantly adjusting the centre of gravity, turn radius, speed,
body placement/posture and edging angle.

•

Balance and Counterbalancing: Position of the body to maintain constant fore, aft and
side to side balance. Side to side balance also called Centre. In a nut shell it is the ability
to control your centre of balance.

•

Flexion and Extension: Retracting and extending the legs when turning to absorb bumps
and for pressure control.

•

Pole use and Timing: Helps coordinate the upper parts of the body with the lower parts.

In downhill snow skiing ‘continuous linked turns’ (commonly known as parallel turns)
represent the skill that most critically defines the ability to ski. This is because a skier must
first master all the fundamental elements of skiing in order to perform ‘continuous linked
ski turns’.
’Continuous linked turns’ are performed when a skier links the end of one arced turn
seamlessly to the start of the next forming a series of ‘S’ shaped turns down the slope (refer
image 9). Skiers use ‘continuous linked turns’ to control their speed of descent and are an
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essential skill in becoming an expert skier. Harb (2006: xiv) notes that in traditional ski
instructing the skill of performing ‘continuous linked ski turns’ can take years of training to
master.

2.2.3 Literature on learning complex skills in particular snow skiing.
The findings of the fourth research stage identified a number of existing theories and
methods applicable for learning complex skills, in particular snow skiing.
These existing theories and concepts include; increasingly complex microworlds (ICM),
physical guidance (assisted learning), self‐controlled learning, feedback and motivation.
Increasingly Complex Microworlds theory: Today microworlds are generally associated
with computer generated environments for simulated learning of real world tasks
(Ferguson, 1993). However Burton, Brown & Fisher (1984) used a paradigm called
“increasingly complex microworlds” (ICM)” in a study to explain why an extremely complex
skill like snow skiing had become so easy to learn, especially given the variable nature of its
learning environment. The study described how the right environment (microworld) can
help novice skiers to “debug” their skills by allowing them more easily to concentrate on
developing a particular aspect of their skills. Burton et al. (1984) show how ICM theory
gradually exposes the learner to a series of environments (microworlds) in which the skills
become increasingly more complex until the complete skill has been mastered. According to
Burton et al. the ICM paradigm is well suited to the acquisition of a complex skill “when the
starting state and the final state are far apart”.
Burton et al. have identified three variables that can be modified to create a microworld
that will allow a learner to concentrate on the aspects essential to learning a particular skill
without the distraction of unnecessary factors:
1. “The equipment used in executing the skill”
2. “The physical setting in which the skill is executed”
3. “The task specifications for the given equipment and physical setting” (The
specifications for performing the task correctly: the task instructions, feedback).
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According to Burton et al. the reason learning to ski has become so easy is “because highly
successful methods have been developed to teach it”. They also explain that although there
is no single theory to explain how “the teaching of skiing has evolved into a highly
successful instructional process”, they have identified four important features:
1. “Redefining of teaching goals” (the goal of skiing went from going fast to turning
which was in turn influenced by new technology)
2. “Improved equipment” (due to new technologies)
3. “Access to new environments” (resorts developing areas especially designed to
cater to the special needs of learning to ski ; and
4. “Better teaching methodologies and conceptualization” (new and better
teaching methods).
Another factor that was not investigated in the study but which Burton et al. considered a
primary contributing factor towards skiing having become so easy to learn was motivation.
They suggested the reason a person learning to ski is so highly motivated is because skiing
is fun, it offers a broad diversity of experiences as no two runs are the same, it is good
exercise, it provides an exciting life style experience and that there are always other expert
skiers around which helps boost the skills of less experienced skiers through interaction.
Burton et al. note that when designing a learning environment motivation is an important
consideration. This can be achieved by allowing skiers in each subsequent ICM to focus on a
new sub‐skill that provides an attainable level of challenge while removing the distraction
of sub‐skills for which they are not yet ready.
As noted earlier the method of creating appropriate microworlds is by altering three
variables: the equipment, the environment, and the task requirements. Burton et al.
provide an example of the ICM paradigm where a novice first learning to ski would start on
short low performance skis, a gentle slope and focus on the fundamental elements of skiing.
The reason for using short skis is because:
1. They make turning easier allowing development of higher‐level skills,
such as linking a series of turns in rhythm,
2. They make getting up from a fall easier; and
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3. They allow more difficult manoeuvres to be attempted.
The reason for starting on a gentle slope is because:
1. It reduces speed; and
2. It reduces risk of injury.
When the student masters the task at a particular level the skis are slightly increased in
length and performance rating, the selected slope becomes steeper and more challenging
and the tasks become more complex, until after a succession of ICM the student is able to
ski on full‐length, high performance skis on unrestrained slopes.
Burton et al. point out that “a major aid in learning any complex collection of skills is the
opportunity to practice the subskills independently”.
Concept of Physical Guidance learning: Guidance is a technique in which a learner is
physically assisted through a task in order to learn a new skill (Schmidt & Lee, 2005, p.
359). Examples of physical guidance include training wheels for children learning to ride a
bicycle, flotation devices to help children learn to swim and spotting belts to assist
gymnasts etc. (Schmidt & Lee (2005), p. 359‐360)
According to Schmidt & Lee (2005, p. 359‐360) physical guidance, as a learning aid, is most
beneficial “when used with complex tasks” and “in early practice when the task is
unfamiliar to the learners”. They note that physical guidance mainly helps in conveying the
most basic idea of the movement and what to do “so that later refinements can be made”.
Guidance can simplify the stimulus information of a complex task allowing the learner to
experience the task.
The final benefit of physical guidance is in avoiding injuries and easing fear (Schmidt & Lee,
2005, p. 360). This can have a huge impact by removing the barriers created by fear and
thereby providing learners with confidence. However Schmidt & Lee (2005, p. 359‐360)
advise that the main aspect is that physical guidance is kept to a minimum to prevent the
learner becoming dependent on it so that skill levels are not reduced when it is removed.
A study by Wulf, Shea & Whitacre (1998) found beneficial effects of physical guidance in
learning slalom‐type movements on a ski simulator. In the study they found that supplying
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learners with poles enhanced performance in learning the task and that acquired skills
were retained when the task was later performed without the poles. This was because the
poles helped with balance allowing the learners to focus on the basic movements necessary
to master the task.

Concept of Self Controlled Learning: A further study by Wuff, Gabriele, & Toole (1999)
investigated the effects of a learner‐controlled training routine in using a physical
assistance device for learning the same ski‐simulator slalom‐type movement task. In this
study two groups of participants, on two consecutive days, practised the same task. Group
one could decide when they would use poles, whereas group two had no control as to when
they could use poles. All participants were informed about the task goals. Only group one
were told that using the poles would help in learning the task and that they could decide
when to use poles as on the third day they had to perform the task without poles. Each
participant in group two was linked to a participant in group one so that when a participant
in group one decided to use poles the counterpart in group two was also given poles.
During the study participants filled out a questionnaire asking (a) “How afraid are you of
falling?” (b)”How certain are you that you won’t fall?” (c) “How certain are you that you will
reach maximum amplitudes by the end of experiment?” (This was the task objective).
The results showed that during the 2 practice days there were no significant differences
between the two groups. Participants from both groups recorded similar task performance
results. All participants showed similar improvements in the task objective and supported
Wulf et al. (1998) previous study demonstrating that the use of poles (physical guidance)
helped improve the task objectives. The answers to the questionnaire also provided similar
results for the two groups. During the 2 practice days for question (a) all participants
became less fearful of falling, (b) all participants became more certain that they would not
fall, and (c) all participants were fairly uncertain of reaching the task objective, however all
participants were certain that they would reach maximum amplitudes regardless of
whether they had or had not used poles . So the results showed that self‐control had no
significant affect on the participant’s results and perceptions during practice.
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However this was not the case on day 3 when the participants were tested without poles
“the retention test”. Here there was an obvious difference between the two groups.
Whereas group one continued to improve from the level they had reached at the end of
practice, group two’s performance had dropped below their practice level and only
regained their best practice level by the end of day 3.
Wulf et al. (1999) conclusions from the study indicated that:
-

The results supported Wulf et al. (1998) previous findings on the benefits of using
physical guidance in learning complex motor skills.

-

Self‐control “did not result in performance advantages during practice”.

-

“The self‐controlled use of poles was clearly more effective for learning this task, as
shown by the retention results”.

-

The self‐control group (group 1) must have employed different information‐processing
strategies than group 2 to account for the difference between the group’s retention test
results.

-

Self‐control did not increase group 1’s sense of safety relative to the non self‐control
group.

-

Although both groups were certain in question (c) that they would reach maximum
amplitudes regardless of whether they had or had not used poles the self‐control group
(group 1) were far closer than group 2 at achieving their expectations in the retention
test.

-

Group 2 had overestimated their ability to do well in the retention test without poles
relative to the self‐control group.

-

A reason why the self‐control group performed better is as Winne (1995) proposes
because self‐controlled learners are conscious of the tactics they employ to improve
learning and to reach goals. Bandura (1997) and Boekaerts (1996) argue that perceived
control is a powerful motivator for learning and performance. Hardy & Nelson (1988)
note that if a learners locus of control is taken away, the task will be fundamentally less
motivating and most likely will reduce the effort devoted in learning the task.
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2.3 The design task:
To achieve the project aims (refer 2.1) a design task strategy was devised. The design task
strategy was derived from the design research and identified four design requirements:
1. The new simulator will need to replicate the same dynamic actions as those
identified in chapter 2.2.2 of this document. This will ensure that in order to
perform a series of continuous linked ski turns on the simulator, a user will need to
employ the same muscle coordination skills as those required to perform the same
actions in real snow skiing.
2. The types of transfer that result will need to be considered; the behaviours
produced on the simulator must be the same as those produced in real snow skiing
(Schmidt et al., 2005, p. 458).
3. Its design must incorporate current theories on learning complex whole body
activities (refer chapter 2.2.3 of this proposal).
4. Operator and public safety is a major consideration.
Using the design task strategy as a guide several alternative concepts were modelled and
evaluated on CADD. Eventually, through a process of elimination, one conceptual CADD
design was selected.
The conceptual CADD design was then fully developed into a prototype ready 3D virtual
CADD model (of the new ski simulator) as described below:
The conceptual CADD design (of the new ski simulator) was divided into design stages
(subassemblies). Each design stage was then given a ranking number. The ranking numbers
identified the order in which each design stage would be tackled. The design stage
identified as most critical to the project, in terms of simulating the actions and sensations of
skiing, was assigned the number one (1) and was first to be developed. The next most
critical design stage was assigned the number two (2) and developed next, etc. Within each
stage the work focused on refining and developing the conceptual CADD design. As
illustrated in diagram 1, tests were undertaken at the end of each design stage. These tests
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ensured each CADD model subassembly performed as expected before advancing to the
next design stage.
In total there were nine design stages. These design stages were divided into two groups.
Design stages one to seven dealt with the main body of the new simulator, which simulated
the dynamics between the skis interaction with the snow, while design stages eight to nine
dealt with the pole planting/safety mechanism assembly. These two groups can be seen in
image 10 which depicts the final CADD model of the new ski simulator ready for
prototyping. In total the design of the simulator was developed over a 10‐year period
during the author’s spare time.
The design of the new simulators was informed and supported by the design research
particularly in two key areas. Firstly, to reproduce the feel and sensation of real snow
skiing, the new ski simulator design was closely based on the physics of real snow skiing as
outlined in the design research task: chapter 2.2.2.
Secondly, to facilitate learning (to ski) the design of the new simulator was informed and
supported by the existing theories and concepts identified in the design research task:
chapter 2.2.3. These theories were incorporated into the design of the new simulator as
follows:

2.3.1 Design application of Increasingly Complex Microworlds (ICM) theory: The ICM
paradigm’s contribution to supporting the design task starts with the three variables
identified by Burton et al. ‐ the “equipment”, the “environment” and the “task instructions”.
By modifying these three variables, microworlds can be created that facilitate the learning
of complex skills. In regard to the new ski simulator these three variables refer to:
-

The equipment as being the new ski simulator that allows a user to practice the
subskills independently through a series of ICM.

-

The environment as that created by the new ski simulator designed to create ICM that
foster learning by being safe (removing the risk of injury) and user friendly.
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-

The task requirements/instructions being easier to communicate and debug when using
the new ski simulator compared to skiing in the real world where the instructor needs
to follow the learner down the mountain and in all sorts of weather conditions.

Burton et al. also noted that snow skiing has some negative aspects such as “it is expensive”,
“it is time consuming”, and “it can be dangerous”. These negative aspects have also
provided opportunities that the design of the new ski simulator has exploited so that
learning to ski can be further simplified and accelerated. This idea is based on the ICM
paradigm where the new ski simulator is seen as a vehicle for new microworlds to be
created that will aid in the learning and development of ski skills.
For example, Burton et al. note that two of the first skills a novice skier is taught is how to
glide and stop. Because stopping cannot be practiced without gliding there is always a risk
and fear of falling and injury in learning to stop. In ideal conditions, if the downhill slope
leads into an uphill slope, the beginner would only need to focus on gliding and not
stopping. However this environment is not always available. Furthermore all slopes
eventually come to an end, limiting the time someone can practice gliding. This is not a
problem on the new simulator as someone can practice gliding for an indefinite amount of
time, the speed can be adjusted to suit the skill level of the skier, the design removes any
risk and fear of falling, there is no risk of running into something and the machine can be
stopped at any time either remotely or by the skiing actions of the skier mimicking the
stopping action of skiing in the real world.
The new ski simulator enables skiing to be broken down into a series of microworlds where
a novice learning to ski can be progressively led to learn increasingly more complex skills in
a safe environment where task instructions and feedback can be easily communicated and
monitored. The ICM paradigm extends to the basic design of the new simulator where the
functions of the poles and the skies can cater to the skill levels of different skiers.
For example the mechanism that controls the function of the poles serves several roles:
1. As a safety aid it will support and carry the user preventing any falls and
injuries in the event that the user looses balance.
2. It can also assist the user with balance, this is especially important for
novice users.
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3. Finally, as a user becomes more proficient the design intention is that the
function of safety aid shifts becoming less of an aid to predominantly one
of simulating pole planting as with skiing in the real world.
A further example is that when skiing on the new simulator an operator can ski with a full
range of stances from feet apart to feet together. This is because, as with skiing in the real
world, when skiing on the new simulator both feet are totally independent of each other.
Again this provides opportunities for ICM where a novice would start learning to ski with
feet apart and as their balance and skills improve would progress to skiing with feet
together.
Burton et al. suggests it is important when designing microworlds that one must carefully
consider “what each microworld does for the overall goal”. They suggest four possible
benefits a microworld can offer:
1. “The right entry points into an environment, making it easier to get started on a
subskill.”
2. “An environment in which the student feels safe, allowing him to focus his attention
on learning skills.”
3. “Intermediate goals or challenges that are, and seem to be, attainable”.
4. “Practice of the important subskills in isolation, allowing the common “bug” to occur
one at a time instead of in bunches”.
The application of the ICM paradigm provides a basis for supporting the design of the new
ski simulator. This is because the design of the new ski simulator fosters positive learning
environments by removing some of the negative aspects of learning to ski in the real world.
Furthermore, it enables the creation of learning conditions that can deliver the four benefits
listed above.
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2.3.2 Design application of Concept of Physical Guidance learning: The concept of
physical guidance, as described earlier, is fundamental to the design of the new ski
simulator. For example it has been applied to the ski simulator’s foot retaining plates that
secure the user’s feet. When the user lifts a foot, the foot retaining plates follow a vertical
path that encourages the learner to always leave the tip of the ski on the snow simulating
the correct snow skiing technique.
However the main area that physical guidance has been applied is to the mechanism that
controls the function of the poles. As mentioned earlier this mechanism serves several
roles. Firstly as a safety aid it provides physical guidance supporting and carrying the user
in the event that the user looses balance thereby preventing any falls and injuries. This has
the effect of reducing fear and building confidence allowing the user to better concentrate
on the task at hand. It also assists the user with balance; this is especially important for
novice users.
Finally as a user becomes more proficient we expect its function to shift becoming less of an
aid, to predominantly one of simulating pole planting as in skiing in the real world. In this
way, as the user’s skills develop, the pole mechanism will be perceived as a pole planting
simulation device and not as a safety and balance aid.
The application of physical guidance provides further support for the design of the new ski
simulator. The concept of physical guidance works in conjunction with the ICM paradigm.
Physical guidance provides methods that can be used in ICM to create positive learning
environments that are safe, fostering learning by reducing fear and building confidence.

2.3.3 Design application of Concept of Self Controlled Learning: This concept has been
applied to the new ski simulator’s pole mechanism design. It allows the user to decide when
to change from using the pole mechanism as a safety aid to a pole planting device. This is
designed to add an element of motivation as the change signals to the learner that progress
has been achieved. This mechanism also has the capacity to provide the user instant
feedback on their technique.
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The application of self‐controlled learning provides further basis for supporting the design
of the new ski simulator. The concept of self‐controlled learning also works in conjunction
with the ICM paradigm. Self‐controlled learning provides a further method that can be used
in ICM to create positive learning environments that fosters learning by adding a powerful
element of motivation.

2.4 Building and testing the Prototype:
The construction of the prototype was also divided into stages. These construction stages
and their order were identical to those assigned to the design task.
At the completion of each prototype stage the subassembly was tested and when required
refinements were made to both the prototype and the 3D virtual CADD model. These tests
ensured each prototype subassembly performed as expected before advancing to the next
stage. Three of these main subassemblies are identifying in Image 10.

Image 10. CADD model of new ski simulator ready for prototyping.
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A full working prototype was built and tested by the author (a skier with 40 years skiing
experience). Tests lead to further refinements; one included placing a 2.4 metre long x 1.5
metre high mirror approximately 3 metres in front of the simulator allowing the users to
see themselves skiing on the simulator. This was to encourage the user to adopt and
develop better ski habits by looking ahead while the instant feedback (from the mirror)
helped make corrections to technique easier and faster.
The prototype was then tested by 3 expert and 4 intermediate level skiers. One of the
experts was a ski instructor who had just returned from a season ski instructing in Whistler
Canada and another, a professional ski boot fitter who had worked in Telluride ski resort
USA and was at the time working in Thredbo Australia. The testers were told the simulator
was a prototype and that their honest feedback was welcomed as it would provide valuable
information to further improve and develop the simulator. The feedback was received
verbally and recorded in written notes by the author. All the testers were able to perform
parallel type ski turns on the simulator after only 2 to 4 minutes. Importantly all enjoyed
using the machine and wanted to continue using the machine and noted that it felt like
skiing on real snow. All commented that the mirror played a significant motivational role as
it helped them work on their technique. All felt that skiing on the simulator required the
same muscle coordination and technique as real skiing. However, the application of that
technique on the simulator required more precision, timing and balance. The experts felt
this was a good thing as it encouraged the development of better ski technique.
In the previous chapters the overall objectives were described and the design strategies and
processes for the production of the simulator prototype were detailed. The following
chapters describe the next stage of the research: The investigation of the potential transfer
of skills learnt on the simulator into the real world.
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Image 11. Author performing parallel turns on the new Simulator
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Chapter 3
The research methodology.
As this research is driven by a problem that needs to be addressed, tested and answered,
the adopted strategy was the pragmatic approach (Punch, 1998, p. 3).
The first step, in the pragmatic approach, was to identify the problem and investigate and
understand the questions implicit in the problem, which in turn provides the purpose for
the research (Punch, 1998, p. 3, 34‐35), (Crotty, 1998, p. 13).
The problem is that despite the documented benefits of simulators in areas such as aviation
and medicine (refer chapter 1), generally there is little evidence that simulation is effective
in acquiring the complex whole‐body skills and control necessary for effective action in the
sporting arena (Schmidt, R.A. & Lee, T.D., p. 2005: 458).
Schmidt et al. (2005, p.458) argues this is because when very complex movements are
currently simulated they appear different from those associated with the real task. A reason
for this is that simulations are frequently applied with no consideration for the types of
transfer that will result.
This problem raises the following two questions that will drive the research.

3.1 Research questions:
Can an extremely complex whole‐body activity, such as snow skiing, learnt in a simulated
environment, transfer into the real world? Furthermore can this process provide any
advantages over learning by performing the actual activity?

3.2 Research hypothesis:
The research hypothesis was formulated after the design task was completed.
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The research hypothesis’ claim is that ‘continuous linked ski turns’ will be performed in a
shorter period of time on real snow if they are first learnt on the new ski simulator as
opposed to learning them from scratch on real snow.
Furthermore, by implication it is also believed that to learn those simulated skills and to
transfer them into the real world will be safer, more convenient (available at any location,
time and in any weather) and cost less than learning those skills from scratch in the real
world.
The basis for the research hypothesis is that the new simulator fulfils all of the components
listed below and that these components have been thoroughly considered, supported and
fully integrated in its development process. This holistic approach is more likely to ensure
that a simulated complex whole body activity transfers into the real world (Maran & Galvin,
2003), (Schmidt et al., 2005, p. 458) & (Whitley, 1996, p. 78).
• The new simulator is based on the same science and physics as real snow skiing (Lind &
Sanders. 2004), (Muller, Bacharach, Klika, Lindinger & Schwameder, 2005) and (Federolf,
2005) .
• The types of transfer that will result have been considered (Schmidt et al. 2005, p. 458);
By implication the actions that produce continuous linked turns on the new simulator
requires the same dynamic turning actions and muscle coordination skills as those required
to produce continuous linked turns in the real world.
• A simulation teaching and learning program and a real world transition program is an
integral part of the new simulator. The programs facilitate and maximise learning to ski
on the new simulator and increase the probability of those simulated skills transferring
into the real world (Maran & Galvin, 2003).
• Its design incorporates current theories on learning complex whole body activities. This
embedded knowledge is integral to ensuring a user is more likely to learn the complex
skills and coordination of downhill snow skiing and that these complex skills and
coordination transfer into the real world.
Current knowledge refers to design processes (refer chapter 2), science and
physics of skiing (refer chapter 2.2.2) and the theories for learning complex
skills (refer chapter 2.2.3).
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Furthermore all the expert skiers who tested the new simulator confirmed that it felt like
real snow skiing. This aspect is consistent with Maran & Galvin (2003) who argue that to
avoid negative transfer of complex tasks a simulator must not only accurately replicate the
engineering or physical aspects of the real task but more importantly the way it captures
the psychological or functional aspect.

3.3 Selection of Research methodology and Justification.
This led to the second step, in the pragmatic approach, which was to plan and structure the
research around the problem (Crotty, 1998, p. 13), (Punch, 1998, p. 3, 34‐35). This involved
a theoretical analysis and validation of the appropriate methodology for solving the
selected research problem. The methodology would answer how the research discovers
what is asked by the question.
According to Babbie (2002, p. 103, 214) all quantitative and qualitative research
methodologies available to social scientists can be roughly divided into 5 categories as
illustrated in the table 1 below.
Experimental

Experimental Phenomenography (Usability trials

research

method, Computer modelling/simulation method)

Survey research
Field research

Ethnomethodology, Grounded theory, Ethnography,
Action research, Participatory action research,
Phenomenological research (Naturalistic
Phenomenography, Discursive Phenomenography),
Heuristic inquiry, Discourse research

Unobtrusive research Content research, Existing data research (Hermeneutic
Phenomenography), Historical/Comparative research
Evaluation research
Table 1.
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A review of the five categories identified experimental research as the most appropriate
research methodology to answer the two research questions.
Experimental research has traditionally been associated with natural (structured) science
but is also used in social research. In the social sciences it involves (1) taking action, as in
doing something to a group of selected participants, and (2) observing the results of that
action. Experimental research is particularly suitable for hypothesis testing, known as
deductive experimental research, where the purpose is explanatory and the objective is to
describe and explain the reasons for the outcomes. Deductive research starts with a
hypothesis that is supported by a theory and then the hypothesis is tested in an experiment
where the results will either support or refute the hypothesis. On the other hand when the
purpose is descriptive the research will be hypothesis generating, known as inductive
experimental research, where first something is observed in an attempt to discover,
understand and interpret what is happening and if patterns emerge theory is then
constructed to describe the patterns. When the purpose is descriptive the focus is on what
(describing what happened), when the purpose is explanatory the focus is on why or how
(explaining why or how something happened) (Babbie, 2002, p. 217, 218), (Punch, 1998, p.
15, 71‐72). Experiments can be conducted to study small group interactions and can be
performed in a laboratory or in a natural setting (referred to as natural experiments) as in
the course of every day social life and events. With all experiments there are three main
parts:
● Independent and dependent variables,
● Pre‐testing and post‐testing (interview participants to ensure they never
skied); and
● An experimental group and a control group
Typically the roles these three main parts play in an experiment are as follows: Two groups
are set up, an experimental group and a control group and some type of pre‐testing is
conducted. Something is then done (an independent variable) to the experimental group
and nothing or something different is done to the control group then both groups are post
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tested. Then the two groups are compared on some outcome (the dependent variable). The
aim is to conclude that any differences found in the dependent variable between the two
groups is as a result of the independent variable (Babbie, 2002, p. 217, 218), (Punch 1998,
p. 15,71‐72), (Elmes, Kantowitz & Roediger, 1992, p. 31‐33), (Whitley, 1996, p. 233‐274).
In any experiment there are two basic features that play a crucial roll: the theory and the
hypothesis. A hypothesis is a prediction of the expected answer to a research question. The
basis for making a prediction is generally because of two reasons. (1) On the basis that
other research supports this and (2) because you have a theory that explains why the
predicted answer can be expected (Punch, 1998, p. 39, 40).
The reason why experimental research was the most appropriate methodology, for
answering the research questions, is because it satisfied all the conditions identified by
Babbie (2002, p. 217, 218) such as:
● it will involve an action‐ where a group of selected participants will use the
simulator,
● it will involve observing the results of that action,
● it will involve testing a hypothesis,
● its purpose is explanatory, as it will involve determining the reason for
outcomes; and
● it can be performed in a laboratory. The first part of the experiment, learning to
ski on the simulator, will be performed in a laboratory. However, the second
part, testing if the simulated skills transfer into the real world, will need to be
tested in the real world.
3.4 The research study:
The third step, in the pragmatic approach, was to identify the aims and objectives of the
research and then lay down the strategy that would help identify what methods best realize
the aims and objectives (Crotty, 1998, p. 13), (Punch, 1998, p. 3, 34‐35). Steps two and three
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are very closely interwoven and required movement back and forward between the two
processes for the strategies to be devised.
The two research questions and the chosen methodology acted as a guide for selecting the
methods and formulating suitable strategies. This involved developing an experiment with
appropriate methods and strategies. Crucially, the experiment needed to be devised so as to
keep within time, logistic and budget constraints.

3.5 Research aims and objectives:
The aims and objectives of the research are to:
‐ devise and assess strategies to establish whether a complex full body activity learned on
the new simulator can be transferred to the real world.
‐ devise and assess strategies to establish whether this process provides any advantages
over learning by performing the actual activity.
‐ create new opportunities for further research and development.

3.6 Research strategies:
To achieve the aims and objectives two things were done.
Firstly an appropriate program for teaching and learning complex snow‐skiing skills on the
new simulator and a real‐world transition program were developed. According to Maran &
Galvin (2003) an essential component for any simulator device is an educational teaching
and learning program. Many simulators are under‐utilised because they are purchased with
no educational support material.
These programs required the development of appropriate methodologies that are most
effective for teaching and learning complex snow‐skiing skills on the new simulator. They
also needed to offer the best probability for those simulated skills to be transferred into the
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real world. To develop the programs a literature review on coaching and learning complex
skills was conducted.
Secondly: an experiment needed to be designed that was capable of testing if skills learnt on
the simulator transfer into the real world and if this process is more efficient than learning
by performing the actual activity. To design the experiment a literature review was
conducted on testing transference of skills.

3.7 Research methods:
As identified in the strategies the research study required methods for:
‐ teaching and learning skiing skills on the new simulator and transferring them
into the real world; and,
‐ testing if skills learnt on the simulator transferred into the real world and if this
process is more efficient than learning by performing the actual activity.

3.7.1 Methods for teaching and learning complex skills on the new simulator and
transferring them into the real world.
A common method for teaching very complex tasks, as in cases where it cannot be acquired
as a whole, is to break the task down into its smaller parts (Schmidt et al. (2005, p. 355).
However, Schmidt et al. (2005, p. 355‐358) notes that if practicing individual parts changes
the task, then practicing the whole task will be more effective. Therefore, before planning a
teaching program it is important to identify if the task is a serial or continuous task and if its
parts are performed sequentially or simultaneously (Schmidt et al. 2005, p. 355‐358).
As described earlier, skiing is a very complex task and is also a continuous task with parts
performed simultaneously. This is because the activity is carried out almost uninterrupted
with many parts of the body required to coordinate with one another at the same time
(Schmidt et al. (2005, p. 355‐363). As outlined in chapter 2.2.2 (and restated below) skiing
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can be divided into 7 fundamental elements (Clendenin, 2007), (Harb, 2006), (Heckelman,
2001), (Feldman L. (2005). (Youcanski.com, 2010) and (Lemaster, 2010), these include:
•

Stance/Torso position: Keeping the shoulders facing down the slope and the torso
relatively vertical. How wide the feet are apart.

•

Rotary actions/Counteracting: Ability to turn/rotate the legs relative to the rest of
your body to make the skis turn. Rotary actions aligned with edging and pressure
control allows the skier to initiate the turn and steer the skis through the turn (Feldman
L. (2005). Youcanski.com).

•

Edging/Tipping and Drift: Edging involves rolling of the legs and feet to place the skis
on their edges to produce carved turns. Feathering the edges allows the skis to drift.

•

Pressure Control: Ability to change, manipulate and control the pressures involved in
skiing without disrupting balance. Subtle control of pressures from ski to ski and
towards the front and rear of each ski by constantly adjusting the centre of gravity, turn
radius, speed, body placement/posture and edging angle.

•

Balance and Counterbalancing: Position of the body to maintain constant fore, aft and
side to side balance. Side to side balance also called Centre.

•

Flexing and Extending: Retracting and extending the legs when turning to absorb
bumps and for pressure control.

•

Pole use and Timing: Helps coordinate the upper parts of the body with the lower
parts.

In the real world, although someone who has learnt to perform parallel ski turns will
coordinate many parts of the body and most of these elements simultaneously and
continuously, when teaching someone to perform parallel ski turns it is possible to remove
some of these elements (sub‐skills) so as to simplify the task. Then when skills develop
additional elements can be introduced. For example, when first teaching someone to turn
pole planting is left out and introduced after skills, without pole planting, have reached a
suitable level. The reason why it is possible to remove some of the elements is, as Burton et
al. (refer chapter 2.2.3 & 2.3.1) explained in their ICM paradigm, because the equipment and
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the environment can be changed to reduce the difficulty and complexity of the task. This
then provides opportunities for new and better teaching and feedback methods.
With the new ski simulator, whose design is based on the ICM paradigm, changing the
equipment and the environment has been taken to a new level. This provided opportunities
for developing new teaching and feedback methods. For example, on the new ski simulator
a sub skill such as skiing in a straight line can be practiced indefinitely without fear of
falling, collision or injury. Importantly on the new ski simulator all elements can be
coordinated simultaneously and continuously or elements can be removed to simplify the
task.
To learn how to ski on the new simulator and to transfer those simulated skills into the real
world required two things. Firstly a program for teaching and learning skiing skills on the
new simulator and secondly a real world transition program (developed specifically for the
new simulator) to help bridge the gap between skiing on the new simulator and skiing in
the real world. The real world transition program introduces the experienced simulation
skier to the sensation of wearing ski boot and skies on real snow. It then introduces some
basic snow skiing skills not learnt on the simulator and then guides the participant to skiing
on real snow by transferring their simulated skills to real snow skiing.

3.7.2 Program for teaching and learning skiing skills on the new simulator.
The aim of the program is to become proficient in the fundamental sub‐skills of skiing:
Stance, Rotary actions, Edging, Pressure Control, Balance, Flexing and extending and
Pole use and Timing, which will be learnt on the new ski simulator as required for
performing continuously linked ski turns. Ideally this program should have been prepared
and delivered in collaboration with a level‐3 qualified APSI (‘Australian Professional
Snowsports Instructors inc’) ski instructor. This is because a level 3 APSI ski instructor,
being the highest level in Australia, is qualified to teach all levels of skiers; beginners,
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intermediates and advanced (http://www.apsi.net.au/qualifications.aspx). However due to
budget constraints it was not possible to engage an instructor.
The total time on the simulator for each participant, to learn continuous linked ski turns, is
only 1 hour and 40 minutes spread out over 10 days which was determined during the pilot
study; refer chapter 4.1. However, this is only an average time (1hr 40 min) and varied
between participants. Importantly this time is much shorter than learning to perform
continuous linked ski turns on real snow which can take a whole season or more with
several lessons from a ski instructor.
The following program must be delivered and supervised by an instructor who must be
present at all times when a participant is learning to ski on the new simulator.
Day 1
a) Introduction. Participants given a familiarisation session on the new ski simulator
device.
‐ Each participant given a 5 minute introductory session on the simulator with the motor
turned off and shown some general ski sub‐skills such as side stepping, edging and the
purpose for the pole mechanism.
Note: When using the new ski simulator participants at all times can observe their
technique in a mirror (in front of the simulator) providing instant feedback. Participants
can also request instruction and feedback at any time from the instructor.
b) Gliding. Participants learn to ski in a straight line on the new ski simulator with the
speed varied from 0 to 15 kilometres per hour.
‐ Instructor gives participants a demonstration of how to ski in a straight line on the new ski
simulator (showing correct stance/posture).
c) Stance & balance. Participants individually practice skiing in a straight line with their
feet apart working primarily on their stance and to a lesser extent on their balance. They
look ahead into the mirror for feedback which helps with posture and prevents bad habits
such as looking down at their feet. The pole mechanism is used as an aid to balance. In this
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way the pole planting mechanism acts as a physical guidance device thereby reducing the
number of elements. Rotary actions, Edging, Pressure Control, flexing and extending and
Pole use and Timing are all excluded from this exercise allowing the participants to
practice the initial sub‐skills of skiing in a straight line in isolation, as Burton et al. explain
“allowing the common “bug” to occur one at a time instead of in bunches”.
Duration per person: 1 x 8 minutes session ‐ Total time = 8 minutes.
‐ Participants advance to skiing in a straight line with feet closer together without using the
pole mechanism as a balance aid while still looking ahead into the mirror for feedback. Here
the participants are developing their stance and balance. Rotary actions, Edging,
Pressure Control, flexing and extending and Pole use and Timing are all excluded from
this exercise. Participants decide for themselves when to make both transitions (feet closer
together & self balancing); this is based on the concepts of self‐controlled learning (Wulf et
al. (1999) and guided discovery learning (Williams et al. (2002).
Duration per person: 1 x 8 minutes session ‐ Total time = 8 minutes.
Day 2
d) Stance, edging & rotary actions. Participants learn to do continuous linked turns on the
simulator with the speed set to15 kilometres per hour. This speed is maintained for the rest
of the program.
‐ Instructor gives participants a demonstration on how to do continuous linked ski turns
from side to side on the new ski simulator with weight (balance) distributed towards the
ball of the feet; introducing rotary actions by turning/rotate the legs relative to the rest of
the body (facing downhill/the mirror) to make the skis turn.
‐ Participants individually practice doing slow continuous turns from side to side by tipping
their feet and legs and pointing their knees in the direction of the turn, (with their
weight/balance towards the balls of their feet) while maintaining their upper body facing
the mirror. By tipping (rolling) their feet and legs to turn the participants are starting to
learn the most important step in performing carved turns. To perform carved turns on real
snow requires a certain speed. This is also the case on the simulator where at
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approximately 15 kilometres per hour carved turns are easy to execute and learn. Again the
pole mechanism is used as a physical guidance device to aid balance, reducing the number
of elements. Here the participants develop their stance, edging and rotary actions.
Pressure Control, Balance, flexing and extending and Pole use and Timing are all
excluded from this exercise. Participants start with feet apart or together (which ever feels
more comfortable) and eventually work towards having their feet closer together.
Participants decide for themselves when to make the transition (self‐controlled learning
and guided‐discovery learning). Participants still look ahead into the mirror for feedback.
Duration per person: 2 x 5 minutes sessions ‐ Total time = 10 minutes.
Day 3
e) Stance, balance, edging & rotary actions. Participants individually practice doing slow
continuous turns, as above, without relying on the pole mechanism to assist their balance
while still looking ahead into the mirror for feedback. Here the participants are developing
their stance, edging, rotary actions and balance. Rotary actions, Pressure Control,
flexing and extending and Pole use and Timing are all excluded from this exercise.
Participants decide for themselves when to make the transition (self‐controlled learning
and guided discovery learning).
Duration per person: 2 x 4 minutes session per day ‐ Total time = 8 minutes.
f) Stance, balance, edging, rotary actions & pole use and timing. Instructor gives
participants a demonstration of how to do continuous linked ski turns from side to side on
the new ski simulator using proper pole planting techniques and skiing on the ball of their
feet.
‐ Participants individually practice doing slow continuous turns, as above, while using the
pole mechanism for pole planting and not as a balance aid. Participants still look ahead into
the mirror for feedback. Here the participants are developing their stance, edging, rotary
actions, balance, and Pole use and Timing. Pressure Control, flexing and extending are
all excluded from this exercise. Participants decide for themselves when to make the
transition (self‐controlled learning and guided discovery learning).
Duration per person: 2 x 4 minutes session per day ‐ Total time = 8 minutes.
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Day 4
g) Thinking of rhythm (refer chapter 4.3). The instructor gives participants a
demonstration of how to do continuous linked ski turns from side to side on the new ski
simulator using proper pole planting techniques and skiing on the balls of their feet.
Introduces rhythmic mental prompt (thinking of rhythm) to help timing, coordinating and
remembering all the movements/ elements; starting with legs slightly flexed ‐ reach
forward with downhill “pole” and touch ‐ “step” (transfer weight/balance) from the ski on
pole touch side (downhill ski) to opposite ski (uphill ski/weighted leg) ‐ and extend the
weighted leg; body goes “up” ‐ flex the legs to lower the centre of gravity and thereby
releasing the edges; body goes “down” ‐ tip the skis and point the knees in the direction of
the turn, thus initiating the “turn” around the pole ‐ extend the outside leg from the middle
to the end of the turn.
The rhythmic pattern mental prompt is pole – stepup – down – turn. Always looking
ahead and keeping shoulders square to the slope (mirror); (not rotating the shoulders
while skiing).
Important to note that when the skier’s weight is transferred from one ski to the other so is
the skiers balance. This is what Clendenin (2007, p. 15) refers to as “centering” and “re‐
centering”.
‐ Participants individually practice doing faster continuous linked turns, deciding for
themselves when to introduce flexing and extending and rhythm. Here the participants
develop their stance, edging, rotary actions, balance, Pole use and Timing and flexing
and extending. Pressure Control, is excluded from this exercise.
Duration per person: 2 x 5 minutes session per day ‐ Total time = 10 minutes.
Day 5 to10 (6 days)
h) Stance, balance, edging, rotary actions, pole use and timing & pressure control.
Instructor gives participants a demonstration of how to do continuous linked ski turns from
side to side on the new ski simulator as per the previous day and includes pressure control.
Emphasis is again placed on the use of rhythm.
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‐ Participants individually practice doing faster continuous linked turns, deciding for
themselves when to introduce pressure control (self‐controlled learning and guided
discovery learning).
Again thinking of rhythm; starting with legs slightly flexed ‐ reach forward with downhill
“pole” and touch ‐ “step” (transfer weight/balance) from the ski on pole touch side
(downhill ski) to opposite ski (uphill ski/weighted leg) ‐ and extend the weighted leg; body
goes “up” ‐ flex the legs to lower the centre of gravity and thereby releasing the edges; body
goes “down” ‐ tip the skis and point the knees in the direction of the turn, thus initiating the
“turn” around the pole ‐ extend the outside leg from the middle to the end of the turn
pushing the outside leg in the turn‐ pushing applies pressure and initiates the next pole
touch.
The rhythmic pattern mental prompt is pole – stepup – down – turnpush. Always looking
ahead and keeping shoulders square to the slope (mirror); (not rotating the shoulders
while skiing).
No parts excluded from this exercise.
Duration per person: 2 x 4 minutes sessions per day ‐ Total 12 sessions = 48 minutes.
Note: In session 11 and 13 mirror is covered so that participants do not become reliant on
it. This also enables the participants to concentrate more on feeling the movements.

3.7.3 Real world transition Program
The following program must be delivered and supervised by an expert skier (preferably a
qualified ski instructor) on real snow on a beginner’s slope of any patrolled ski resort
(safety). The instructor must first demonstrate all routines before they are practiced by the
participants. Ideally this program should have been prepared in collaboration with a level‐3
qualified ski instructor and delivered by the ski instructor, however due to budget
constraints this was again not possible.
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a) On flat ground participants get a feel for wearing ski boots and skis.
● 9:30 ‐ Participants practice walking forward and backwards in a straight line.
Duration 3 minutes.
● 9:33‐ Participants practice side stepping. Duration 3 minutes.
● 9:36‐ Participants walk using the herringbone technique. Duration 4 minutes.
● 9:40‐ Participants practice lifting alternating skis while leaving the tips on the snow.
Duration 5 minutes.
b) On a gentle slope that runs into a flat area participants practice walking up the slope,
getting up from a fall, gliding down the slope without turning, getting a feel for balance and
eventually doing continuous linked turns.
● 9:45‐ Participants walk up the slope a short distance by side stepping and then practice
getting up from a fall. Duration 5 minutes.
● 9:50‐ Participants walk up the slope (side stepping and herringbone) and then practice
gliding down the slope (getting a feel for balance) without turning until they come to a stop
on the flat area. Duration 5 minutes.
● 9:55‐ Participants walk further up the slope (side stepping and herringbone) and then
glide down stepping (transferring their weight/balance) from one foot to the other.
Duration 10 minutes.
● 10:05‐ Participants walk up the slope again and glide down stepping (transferring their
weight/balance) from one ski to the other using the poles to coordinate the weight/balance
transfer; reaching slightly forward pole touch (right pole) and step (from right ski to left
ski).
Duration 10 minutes.
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● 10:15‐ Participants walk up the slope again and turning on the way down by stepping
(transferring their weight/balance) from one ski to the other using the poles to coordinate
the weight/balance transfer while flexing and extending the legs; Thinking of rhythm;
starting with legs slightly flexed ‐ reach forward with downhill “pole” and touch – “step”
(transfer weight/balance) from the ski on pole touch side (downhill ski) to opposite ski
(uphill ski/weighted leg) ‐ and extend the weighted leg; body goes “up” ‐ flex the legs to
lower the centre of gravity and thereby releasing the edges; body goes “down” ‐ tip the skis
and point the knees in the direction of the turn, thus initiating the “turn” around the pole ‐
extend the outside leg from the middle to the end of the turn.
The rhythmic pattern/clue is pole – stepup – down – turn. Always looking ahead and
keeping shoulders square to the slope not rotating the shoulders and hips while skiing.
Duration 10 minutes.
● 10:25‐ Participants walk up the slope again and practice doing continuous linked turns on
the way down the slope employing all the parts as on the simulator.
Thinking of rhythm; starting with legs slightly flexed ‐ reach forward with downhill “pole”
and touch ‐ “step” (transfer weight/balance) from the ski on pole touch side (downhill ski)
to opposite ski (uphill ski/weighted leg) ‐ and extend the weighted leg; body goes “up” ‐ flex
the legs to lower the centre of gravity and thereby releasing the edges; body goes “down” ‐
tip the skis and point the knees in the direction of the turn, thus initiating the “turn” around
the pole ‐ extend the outside leg from the middle to the end of the turn pushing the outside
leg in the turn‐ pushing applies pressure and initiates the next pole touch.
The rhythmic pattern/clue is pole – stepup – down – turnpush. Always looking ahead and
keeping shoulders square to the slope not rotating the shoulders and hips while skiing.
Duration 10 minutes.
● 10:35‐ Catch the beginner’s belt type conveyor lift up the 50 metre long gentle slope at
the base of Perisher’s front valley beginner’s area and practice doing continuous linked
turns on the way down the slope employing the same technique as on the simulator.
Duration 20 minutes.
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c) ● 10:55‐ Participants catch a chair lift or T‐Bar to the top of the beginners slope and then
practice doing continuous linked turns on the descent employing all the parts as on the
simulator. Duration 95 minutes: (1 hour 35 minutes).

3.7.4 Experimental methods for testing transference of skills.
The experiment involved 2 groups; an experimental group and a control group each with 6
participants (refer 3.8 Number of participants). For logistical reasons the experiment was
run twice, once on day one with 3 experimental and 3 control participants, and again on day
two with 3 different experimental and 3 different control participants.. All participants had
no previous snow skiing experience, exercise regularly or play a sport at least twice a week,
had a keen interest in learning to snow ski and were aged between 18 and 30. The reasons
for the age restrictions was firstly to avoid the need for parental consent to participate in
the experiment as in Australia someone over the age of 18 is no longer considered a minor
and secondly an upper limit of 30 was set simply to eliminate potential age effects. For
example it has been shown that after 30 years of age there is a slowing in reaction times
when performing complex tasks where quick decision making is require such as in skiing
(Fozard, Vercruyssen, Reynolds, Hancock and Quilter, 1994).
There are two parts to the experiment‐
Part one:
A group of 3 participants (the experimental group) was taught to ski on the new simulator
by following the specially developed ‘Program for teaching and learning skiing skills on the
new simulator’ (refer chapter 3.7.2).
A second group of 3 participants (the control group) were required to maintain their
regular fitness regime to ensure the control groups fitness was on par with that of the
experimental group.
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Part two:
Take the experimental group and the control group skiing on real snow for a day. The day is
divided into a morning session (9:30 ‐12:30) and an afternoon session (1:30 ‐3:00) with a
one hour lunch break in‐between.
In the morning session the control group is given a regular 3 hour “level 1” ski lesson, for
first time skiers, with a qualified ski instructor while the experimental group is given the
‘Real world transition program’ (refer chapter 3.7.3) which also runs for 3 hours.
In the afternoon session both groups do a skiing ability test. This involves each participant
being videoed skiing down a set distance on a beginner’s slope while performing a series of
continuously linked turns. Participants are videoed skiing towards the camera so as to fully
capture all aspects of their skiing ability. The video data is then used to determine each
participants skiing ability.
Skiing ability is based on the following 7 criteria (as described in chapter 3.7.1): Stance,
Rotary actions, Edging, Pressure Control, Balance, flexing and extending and pole use and
timing. Each criterion has a rating from 1 to 6 where 1 is not used, 2 poor, 3 satisfactory, 4
good, 5 very good and 6 is exceptional. Importantly the rating for each criteria must be
determined by a third party; one or more qualified ski instructors. The third party (ski
instructors) must have no prior knowledge of the experiment and simply be asked to give
each skier, on the video, a skiing ability rating based on the criteria provided. Furthermore,
the experimental and control participants must also be randomly ordered on the video. The
ski instructors record their ratings by filling out the “Skiing Ability form” which is set up as
a Likert format (refer appendix 1). In designing this form the suggestions made by Foddy
(1994) were implemented:
‐ At least 6 substantive and one filter (not used) criteria were included.
‐ There is little chance that Ski Instructors will understand the criteria differently to the
author. This is because the criteria names and their meanings are well understood by ski
instructors as they are the same as those use by ski schools to rate skiers. Furthermore,
prior to the assessment the ski instructors will be allowed to review the ‘Skiing Ability’
form to ensure there are no ambiguities with the criteria names.
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By plotting both groups mean score for each criterion (the dependent variable) it will be
possible to see if skiing skills learnt on the simulator (the independent variable) by the
experimental group transferred into the real world.

MEAN SCORES
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CRITERIA: SKI-SKILLS

This plot is generated by running the Likert scale data through IBM SPSS Statistics (PASW
Statistical Data Editor) software; by running a general linear model repeated measures
analysis, the two group’s means for each criterion can be compared and plotted. An
independent sample T‐test will also be generated to show if there is a significant difference
between the two groups mean scores for each criteria. If the analyses show that there is a
less than 5% probability that the means of the two groups are the same; then it could be
stated that the difference between the two groups is significant, and it could be concluded
with 95% probability of certainty that skills from the simulator transferred into real skiing.

3.7.5 Description of data collection methods used.
There were three methods of collecting data from the experiment; video and Likert scales,
as described in chapter 3.7.4, and semi‐unstructured interviews.
The video data was used to record all the pilot and experimental participants Program for
teaching and learning skiing skills on the new simulator and the pilot, experimental
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and control participants skiing ability test. It was recorded on a Sony HDR‐XR100
Handycam in high definition format (1920 x 1080i video resolution) and stored on a Lacie
2TB Hard Disk run in a RAID configuration to safeguard the data.
The advantage of video data is that it:
‐ Clearly captures every movement and detail.
‐ Allows the action to be reviewed at any time in order to study and understand what
happened and refine the methods.
‐ Help assess if the weather and snow conditions had any affects on the results as they can
vary from run to run.
‐ Allows the skiing ability test to be viewed by one or more ski instructors to assess the
participants skiing ability.
The Likert scale form was used to determine the participants skiing ability, as discussed in
chapter 3.7.4. As Babbie (2002, p. 164) notes “The particular value of this format is the
unambiguous ordinality of response categories”. Importantly the Likert scale data can
directly be used for statistical analysis to compare the experimental and control groups
skiing ability and determine the probability of skiing skills having transferred into the real
world.
The semi‐structured interviews were used to gather feedback data from:
- The experimental and control participants after the skiing ability test; and
- The ski instructors after completing the Likert scale forms.
After the skiing ability test the experimental participants were asked:
- How did skiing on the simulator compare to real skiing?
- How physically demanding was the day?
- Was there a point in the day when everything started to fall into place; when you started
feeling some confidence doing parallel turns?
The participants were encouraged to talk frankly and freely about the experiment and add
their own thoughts on the basis that their feedback will help improve and further develop
the whole simulation system. The data were recorded as written notes by the author.
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After the instructors viewed the video of the participants skiing and completed the Likert
scale “skiing ability form’, they were informed about the experiment and shown a video of
the participants doing the Program for teaching and learning skiing skills on the new
simulator. Like the experimental participants, they were also asked about their thoughts
on the basis that their candid feedback will help improve and further develop the whole
simulation system. They were asked:
- For their impressions on the skiing ability of the experimental participants (on the video)
compared to the control participants and the average first time skiers they see daily?
- Of their impressions of the teaching programmes used; were they appropriate and is
there anything they would do to improve them?
Again this feedback was recorded in written notes by the author.

3.8 Number of participants.
A study by Virzi (1992) concluded that 3 participants in a usability trial would be adequate
to produce an accuracy of approximately 65% and that 4‐5 would produce an accuracy of
approximately 80%. However a later study by Rooden et.al. (1999) only produced an
accuracy of 60% with 5 participants, 65% with 6 participants and 80% with 9.8
participants. It concluded that the ‘five‐is‐enough’ rule is optimistic and that further
analytical exploration is needed. Based on these latest findings this study used 6
participants in the experimental group and 6 in the control group. The aim will be to obtain
a 65% probability of accuracy. Using only 6 participants in each group also ensured the
experiment was achievable both logistically and financially.

3.8.1 Method for selecting the participants.
Participants were selected from University of Canberra students where all the students
were sent the following email inviting them to participate in the experiment:
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Dear Student
Looking for University of Canberra students to participate in an experiment where you will be
taught to downhill snow ski. The experiment will run for approximately 1014 days. The first
1012 days will involve a daily, 15 minute, session of medium to low intensity exercises (session
times are flexible). On the final day participants will be taken snow skiing, to Perisher ski
resort, for a day with all expenses paid (equipment and clothes hire, travel and lift and lesson
passes) except for food and drinks. The day will involve a 3 hour ski lesson in the morning
followed by a lunch break and a ski trial in the afternoon where participants will be videoed
skiing down the beginners slope so as to evaluate their skiing skills.
The experiment will take place between the 20th July 2009 and 7th August 2009.
Selection criteria:
Participants must confirm in writing that they:
 Have no previous snow skiing experience.
 Have a keen interest in learning to snow ski.
 Have a reasonable level of fitness; exercise regularly or play a sport at least twice a week.
Will need to provide details of; regular exercise activity/sport.
 Have comprehensive medical and ambulance cover for the duration of the experiment and
provide a copy of the cover.
 Have no cardio vascular medical conditions or knee, back or neck problems.
 Be between 18 and 30 years of age.
 Be less than 183 cm tall.
 Weigh less than 82 kg.
Applications:
1. To be submitted via email to xxxx xxxxxx on the following address:
xxx.xxxxx@xxxxxxxx.xxx.xx
2. Must address all the selection criteria points.
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3. Closing date for applications is Friday 4th June 5:00pm
For any enquiry phone xxxx xxxxxx on xxxxxxxx
In the email weight and height restrictions, fitness and inducements are included for the
following reasons:
‐ Weight and height restrictions are included as a safeguard against over stressing the
machine and avoid having to make large adjustments to cater for tall participants, as
simulator is only a prototype.
‐ A reasonable level of fitness was required to try and eliminate any bias caused by large
variations in fitness which could skew the results. The aim was to simply ensure the
participants regularly engaged in some type of physical activity.
‐ Inducements comprising one day snow skiing with all expenses paid (equipment and
clothes hire, travel, lift, lesson and passes) are included as an insurance policy to
safeguard against participants (students often with limited finances) dropping out.
Retaining participants is crucial because in Australia there is a limited window of
opportunity to conduct the experiment. It can only be carried out when there is sufficient
snow and ideally not during school holidays and week ends (when crowd numbers are
very high). This leaves late July to mid August as the best time for the experiment.
All suitable respondents’ names were separated into males and females; the male names
placed in one box and the female names in another box. Six males and six females were then
randomly selected from each box. Using the same process the selected 6 males and 6
females were then further divided into 3 males and 3 females for the experimental group
and 3 males and 3 females for the control group.
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The 12 selected participants were then sent an email notifying them of their selection and
to arrange a meeting with the author. The meetings fulfil the requirements of the Ethics
committee and acted as a pretest for the purpose of:
‐ informing each participant about the details of their involvement in the experiment
including their rights and to supply each participant with a ‘Participant information form’;
‐ asking each participant to sign a Consent form and a Non‐disclosure agreement form;
‐ answering any questions or concerns regarding the experiment; and
‐ ensuring all participants comply with the requirements of the experiment.
For details on the University of Canberra’s Committee for Ethics in Human Research Forms
refer appendix 2.
After signing the forms the experimental participants were informed that:
‐ in the next 3 days they would receive an email to ascertain their availabilities so
that a timetable for the simulator training sessions could be prepared;
‐ in 7 to 8 days they would receive the details of the experiment day on the snow.
The control participants were told to maintain their current fitness routines and that they
would be contacted within 7 days regarding the details for the experiment day on the snow.
For the ‘Simulator Training Timetable’ and the ‘Schedule for the Experiment Day on the
Snow’ refer appendix 3.

3.9 Ethics approval.
An “Application for approval to conduct research with human participants” was submitted
to the University of Canberra’s Committee for Ethics in Human Research.
This ensured the experiment complied with the University of Canberra’s Committee for
Ethics in Human Research. This included the simulator passing a Tag Test to ensure its
electrical safety.
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For details on the University of Canberra’s Committee for Ethics in Human Research Forms
refer appendix 2.

3.10 Epistemology.
The final step, in the pragmatic approach, was to justify and verify the chosen methodology
and methods so that the research outcomes/findings are valid and creditable. It is the
theoretical perspective and epistemology that supports and defends the process of inquiry
(Crotty 1998, p. 13).
With this research a post‐positivist theoretical perspective and an objectivist epistemology
has been adopted to support the process of inquiry.
Post‐positivism because, as Crotty (1998, p. 41) argues, it is possible for: “Qualitative
research to be understood positivistically or situated in an overall positivist setting, and,
therefore, for even self‐professed qualitative researchers to be quite positivist in
orientation and purpose”.
This is true of the present research where much of the key data derives from qualitative
exploration which is validated through quantitative analysis (by assigning measurable
values to the data). This then justifies the positivist approach (Crotty 1998, p. 41).
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Chapter 4
Conducting the research experiment.
Prior to conducting the research experiment a pilot study was carried out.
The purpose for the pilot study was to test the research methods in order to:
‐ identify any issues that may surface and make adjustments; and
‐ assess the probability that the simulated skills could transfer into real skiing as
grounds for proceeding with the experiment.

4.1 Pilot Study
The pilot study was almost fully video recorded to help review and fine tune the process
and was conducted using a single female participant who fulfilled the requirements of the
selection criteria:
‐ Age 21.
‐ Weight 65kg.
‐ Height 188cm. (not a problem with only one participant)
‐ University student studying Science.
‐ Competitive basket ball player.

4.2 Pilot Study: Program for teaching and learning skiing skills on the new simulator.
This program was almost exactly the same as that outlined in chapter 3.7.2 with two
exceptions;
‐ It did not include thinking of rhythm to help timing, coordinating and remembering all the
movements/elements. This was introduced while conducting the ‘Pilot Study real world
transition program’ (refer chapter 4.3).
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‐ There were no time limits allocated to each daily session. The time to learn a skill was
initially left open and was determined during the course of delivering the program in the
pilot study.
The ‘Pilot Study Program for teaching and learning skiing skills on the new simulator’ was
also fully video recorded.
An unexpected development on the first two days of this pilot study program was how
quickly the participant progressed to turning on the simulator. In the Pilot study program
turning was not scheduled until the third day but progress was so fast that is was brought
forward to day two. As a result the ‘Program for teaching and learning skiing skills on the
new simulator, was updated to reflect this change (as outlined in chapter 3.7.2).
From observations, during the program and reinforced on the video footage, balance
emerged as the element/sub‐skill that had the biggest impact on learning to perform
parallel turns. It appeared to be the element that required constant tuning as a prerequisite
for progress to each new element. This coincides with an experiment by Malliou et.al.
(2004) that reports on the benefits of balance training in downhill skiing.
The Program for teaching and learning skiing skills on the new simulator worked
exceptionally well in that skills were learnt in a fraction of the time compared to learning on
real snow (Harb 2006: xiv). From observations and feedback this was due to:
‐ Being able to break down the task into simpler more manageable chunks. This was
particularly evident on the first day where gliding (skiing in a straight line) was practiced
independently and continuously for as long as desired compared to real snow where most
ideal beginner’s runs would last less than one to two minutes before having to stop and go
back up and start again (ICM theory). This was a major reason for the unexpected short
time required to progress to turning.
‐ No fear of falling and injuries and time wasted getting up from a fall (ICM theory and
Physical Guidance Learning theory).
‐ The participant ability to decide for themselves when to progress to the next stage
provided a goal and source of motivation (Concept of Self‐Controlled Learning).
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‐ The mirror providing instant feedback.
‐ The ease of giving instructions without having to ski down a slope and avoid other skiers.
‐ Weather was not a problem.

4.3 Pilot Study: Real World Transition Program.
Three days after completing the Pilot study ‘Program for teaching and learning skiing skills
on the new simulator’ the pilot participant was taken to the Perisher ski resort to complete
the second part of the Pilot Study. On the day the author provided all of the instructions.
Important to note is that the skis (154cm long) and ski boots selected for the participant
were high‐level intermediate rather than beginner level. This decision was based on the
assumption that if the participant was going to perform parallel turns then beginner’s skies
would be less suited and would inhibit progress. This is because high level intermediate
skies are better able to hold an edge and therefore turn and carve better than beginner’s
skies. High‐level Intermediate Boots were selected because they provide a closer fit making
them more responsive and better for holding an edge when turning.
The ‘Pilot Study Real World Transition Program’ as shown below was considerably
different to the final one used in the experiment as outlined in chapter 3.7.3.
Pilot Study: Real world transition Program
The instructor must first demonstrate all routines before they are practiced by the
participants.
a) ● 10:00‐ On flat ground participant get a feel of wearing ski boots and skis.
1. Walking forward and backwards in a straight line. 5 min
2. Side stepping. 5 min
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3. Herring bone. 5 min
4. Lifting alternating skis while leaving the tips on the snow. 5 min

b) On a gentle slope that runs into a flat area participants practice walking up the slope,
getting up from a fall, gliding down the slope without turning, getting a feel for balance and
eventually doing continuous linked turns.
1 ● 10:20‐ Participant walk up the slope by side stepping and then practice getting up from
a fall and then gliding down the slope (getting a feel for balance) without turning until
coming to a stop on the flat area. 15 min
2 ● 10:35‐ Participant walk up the slope by herringbone and then practice gliding down the
slope (getting a feel for balance) without turning until coming to a stop on the flat area. 15
min
3 ● 10:50‐ Side step and herringbone further up the slope and then practice turning on the
way down the slope employing the same technique as on the simulator. Emphasis on flexing
and extending the legs. 20 min
4● 11:10‐ Catch a chair lift to the top of the beginners slope. Practice turning on the descent
employing the same technique as on the simulator. Emphasis on extending and pumping
the legs. 90 min

The differences between the “Pilot Study Real World Transition Program” and the
“Experiment Real world transition Program” were that the Pilot Study Real world transition
Program:
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1. Was only 2.5 hours long compared to 3 hours for the experiment. An extra half hour was
added to the Experiment Real world transition Program to compensate for having 3
participants compared to 1 in the pilot study.
2. Did not include rhythmic mental prompts (thinking of rhythm) to help remember the
sequence of timing and coordination of all the movements/elements. This was introduced
while delivering the program because the pilot participant was having difficulties putting
all the elements together in their correct sequence to perform turns. Using rhythm was a
technique the author had successfully used in the past with beginner and intermediate
skiers to help timing, coordination and remembering all the movements/ elements. On the
simulator the pilot participant was able to remember, time and coordinate all the
movements/ elements; however on real snow the participant was having difficulties linking
the two. As a result the participant was instructed on how to think of ‘pole – step‐up – down
– turn‐push’ as a rhythmic prompt to help time, coordinate and remember the movements
and almost immediately was able to perform continuously linked turns. According to the
participant this was the turning point for the day which helped link the movements learnt
on the simulator to real snow skiing.
Using mental practice such as Rhythmic mental prompts has been shown by Minas (1978,
1980) to be an effective means of learning the sequence of a task.
Parts a) & b) of the program were delivered on a gentle 20 metre long slope which ran into
a flat area at the base of Perisher’s front valley beginner’s area. On the Day the program ran
without any problems until it came to performing parallel turns where two stumbling
blocks became evident; getting enough speed to perform parallel turns and, as mentioned
above, transferring the skills learnt on the simulator to real snow. However, as earlier
noted, once thinking of rhythm was introduced the participant was able to overcome both
of these hurdles. First the participant was told how the movements on the simulator related
to the rhythmic pattern ‘pole – step‐up – down – turn‐push’ and then was given a
demonstration on how to apply the technique. The Instructor (author) then skied down the
slope calling the rhythmic pattern out loud while timing and coordinating it with parallel
turns, meanwhile the participant followed close behind copying the instructor’s actions
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while incorporating the mental prompts. The participant noted that once enough speed had
been reached, doing parallel turns on real snow felt just like the simulator.
After completing the 2.5 hours Pilot Study Real World Transition Program the pilot
participant had a one‐hour lunch followed by the skiing ability test. As captured on the
video, during the skiing ability test the participant was able to perform continuous linked
turns (parallel turns) on both beginner and intermediate gradients. At the end of the day
the participant added that the experience had been fun even though it had been reasonably
physically demanding; also noted that her legs had received a good workout. Feedback from
ski Instructors and experts, that viewed the video footage of the pilot skiing‐ability test,
rated the pilot participant’s skiing ability to be equivalent to that of an intermediate level
skier with at least one to two years experience and who would have received ski lessons
from a qualified ski instructor. All commented that they had never seen a first time skier
advance to this level in one day by learning to ski using traditional methods.
The success of the program was confirmed a week later when the participant went skiing
for the second time (first time being the pilot study) and booked into a level 3 group ski
lesson with an instructor at Perisher ski resort. Midway into the lesson the instructor
informed the participant that level 3 was too easy and that next time should book into a
level 4 lesson. On the following day the participant booked into a level 4 lesson and
reported that it was still fairly easy but was a good entry point providing sufficient
instructions and challenges that helped progress her skiing. In Australia there are 5 basic
levels of ski lessons as listed on the Perisher Snowsports School web page
(www.perisher.com.au/winter/snowsports/evaluation.html), where level 1 is for “first time
skier” level 4 is for skiers that “are confident riding lifts and can bring the skis parallel during
the turn” and level 5 is for skiers that “can start the turn with skies parallel on all
intermediate terrain”. Although the participant can clearly start and finish the turns with
skies parallel as stated in level 5, the level 4 lesson provides some good foundation
instructions especially on negotiating different terrain conditions which is not possible to
learn on the simulator.
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4.4 Experiment: Program for teaching and learning skiing skills on the new
simulator.
The Program for ‘Teaching and learning skiing skills on the new simulator’ was exactly the
same as that outlined in chapter 3.7.2 which included all the things learnt from the pilot
study as discussed in chapter 4.1 which included:
- Setting average times for each session.
- Introducing turning a day earlier on the program.
- Including think of rhythm to help remember and coordinate all the elements.
- Emphasis on self‐controlled learning.
- Greater focus on balance as the element requiring constant tuning as a prerequisite for
progressing to each new element.
For the experiment 6 experimental and 6 control participants were selected following the
process outlined in chapter 3.8.1 of this document.
As planned there were 3 female and 3 male experimental participants. From the first
sessions on the simulator it emerged that all three females but only one of the males
learning progress was on par with that of the pilot study. Two of the male participants
(participant E1 and participant E6) had difficulties.
Participant E1 had difficulties when it came to turning to the right. It could be seen that
when turning to the right he had difficulties rolling (angling) his legs and feet in order to
place the simulators foot retainers on their right edges, even though he had no problems
rolling his legs and feet to turn left. In discussions it was revealed he was a keen skate
boarder and because he skated with his left leg in front this may have been the cause. This
problem had also been observed with an instructor who skied on the simulator. He had
originally started out as a ski instructor but then changed to snowboard instructing and for
the two years prior to skiing on the simulator had only snow boarded and not skied. He
initially also had difficulties turning in one direction but no problems turning in the other
direction however, he was eventually able to correct the problem and turn equally well in
both directions. Although E1 was eventually able to perform parallel turns on the simulator,
he’s legs always rolled (angled) less when turning to the right compared to turning left. He
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also regularly tended to apply pressure to the inside leg rather than the outside leg when
turning; this combined with insufficient edging angle often resulted in the simulators skate
not turning and the participant loosing balance. This again could be attributed to skate
boarding where pressure is applied to the side of the deck that is on the inside of the turn.
Participant E6 had problems with learning all the elements /movements. Whereas all the
other experimental participants including the pilot study participant performed reasonably
smooth coordinated turns by the end of their second session participant E6 only reached
this point at the end of his fourth session. Probably the biggest problem was that he
constantly applied pressure to the inside leg rather than the outside leg when turning. On
the video footage this can easily be seen where the outside foot starts to lift in the turn. This
is also a reason for the occasional stumble and loss of balance. Although expert skiers can
turn by applying pressure to the inside ski (rather than the outside ski and can even lift the
outside ski) a beginner will generally trip and fall. This is because expert skiers are able to
time and set their inside ski with the appropriate amount of edging angle in order to
maintain balance and perform the turn, where as beginners do not have the skill and
experience to perform this. Participant E6 was also regularly given 4 ‐ 5 minutes extra per
session on the simulator, compared to the other participants, so as to not fall too far behind
schedule. Although by the end of the program E6 was able to perform parallel turns on the
simulator his skill level was below that of the other participants on all 7 criteria.

4.5 Experiment: Real world transition program.
As described in chapter 3.7.4 the ‘Experiment Real world transition program’ was
conducted over 2 days. Unfortunately because of budget constraints the two ski days had to
be purchased as a package agreement which included bus travel, equipment hire and lift
tickets. As a result the skis and boot hired for the participants were all beginner level.
Furthermore this hire outlet (which was different to that used for the pilot study) would
not supply the preferred shorter length skies as were used with the pilot study.
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Day one. On the first day of the program, one experimental group consisting of two male
participants (Skiers 2 & 6) and one female participant (Skier 4) plus one control group of
two female participants (Skiers 1 & 5) and one male participant (Skier 3) were taken to
Perisher ski resort for the day. In the morning at 9:30 am the three control participants
started their three hour level 1 ski lesson with a Perisher ski resort qualified ski instructor
while the experimental participants went with the author for the three hour ‘Experiment
Real world transition program’.
The ‘Experiment Real world transition program’ used on the first day (shown below)
differed from that used on the second day as outlined in chapter 3.7.3. The program used on
the second day evolved from experience gained on the first day in the same way the
program used on the first day evolved from the pilot study.

Experiment: Day 1 Real world transition Program
a) On flat ground participants get a feel of wearing ski boots and skis.
● 9:30 Participants practice walking forward and backwards in a straight line.
Duration 5 minutes.
● 9:35 Participants practice side stepping.
Duration 5 minutes.
● 9:40 Participants walk using the herring bone technique.
Duration 5 minutes.
● 9:45 Participants practice lifting alternating skis while leaving the tips on the snow.
Duration 5 minutes.
b) On a gentle slope that runs into a flat area participants practice walking up the
slope, getting up from a fall, gliding, balancing and doing continuous linked turns.
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● 9:50 Participants walk by the slope by side stepping and then practice getting up from a
fall.
Duration 10 minutes.
● 10:00 Participants walk by the slope (side stepping and herringbone) and then practice
gliding down the slope (getting a feel for balance) without turning until they come to a
stop on the flat area.
Duration 10 minutes.
● 10:10 Participants walk further by the slope (side stepping and herringbone) and then
practice doing continuous linked turns on the way down the slope employing the same
technique as on the simulator. Thinking of rhythm to help timing, coordinating and
remembering all the movements; reach forward pole  step  down  turn. While skiing
always looking ahead, keep shoulders square to the slope and maintain hands and arms
always in front; not rotating shoulders or swing arms while skiing.
Duration 15 minutes.
● 10:25 Catch the beginners belt type conveyor lift up the 50 metre long gentle slope at the
base of Perisher’s front valley beginner’s area and practice doing continuous linked turns
on the way down the slope employing the same technique as on the simulator. Thinking of
rhythm to help timing, coordinating and remembering all the movements; reach forward
pole  step  down  turn. While skiing always looking ahead, keep shoulders square to the
slope and maintain hands and arms always in front; not rotating shoulders or swing arms
while skiing.
Duration 25 minutes.

c) 10:50 Participants catch chair lift to the top of the beginners slope and then
practice doing continuous linked turns on the descent employing the same
technique as on the simulator.
Duration 1.5 hours.
Finish 12:20 go to Lunch
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The weather in the morning was similar to that of the pilot study; overcast with periods of
sun shine and light wind. Parts a) & b) of the program were delivered on the same area
used for the pilot study; a gentle 20 metre long slope which ran into a flat area at the base of
Perisher’s front valley beginner’s area. At the start of the program all 3 experimental
participant’s progress was on par with that of the pilot study. They all quickly became
familiar with wearing ski boots and skies and had no problems completing part a) of the
program.
Part b) of the program also started off in a similar way although having 2 extra participants
made progress a little slower in comparison to the pilot study. However when the
participants started trying to perform parallel turn’s participant “Skier 6” had great
difficulties transferring weight/balance to the outside ski and kept loosing balance and
falling. This was the same problem he had experienced on the simulator and highlighted
that if a problem with ski technique occurring while skiing on the simulator the same
problem would also occur when skiing on real snow.
As a result far more time was devoted instructing “Skier 6” which unfortunately
compromised the progress of the other two participants. Having more than one participant
helped reveal some serious shortcomings with the program that were not evident during
the pilot study with only one participant. With one participant it was easy to provide
instructions when required, however with three participants this was not as easy especially
if one required more attention. The problem was that the program did not break down the
parts, required to perform parallel turns, into small enough chunks for the participants to
practice and manage on their own. The step required to perform parallel turns was too
great (without one on one instruction); the program needed a smoother transition into
performing parallel turns that would progressively build more confidence.
This was supported by feedback from all the experimental participants who comment (at
the end of the day) how similar skiing on real snow felt to skiing on the simulator once they
became confident travelling with enough speed.
The sub‐skill/element the participants had the most difficulties with was timing and
coordinating their weight/balance transfer to the outside ski when turning. Although, on
the ski simulator, this had been practiced it had not received enough attention and in
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reflection had not been linked particularly well to the real world transition program. As
noted in chapter 3.2 the “Program for teaching and learning skiing skills on the new
simulator” and the “Real world transition program” must be fully integrated (Maran &
Galvin, 2003). It is critical that the exercises in both programs are as closely linked to each
other as possible. On the ski simulator transferring weight/balance to the outside ski was
developed fairly easily and quickly; this was because the pole planting mechanism, which
also acted as a safety mechanism, allowed easy recovery from trips, prevented falls and
stoppages and helped instil confidence. As a result specific routines to isolate the movement
(and break it down) were overlooked. However on snow without breaking the part into
easier progressive steps these trips lead to falls which affected confidence and slowed down
progress.
Part c) of the program, which involved taking the chairlift to the top of the beginners slope,
initially proved to be a big step. However by the end of their first run the participants had
become used to the extra gradient, plus the longer slope allowed them more time and space
to practice their turns. By the end of the 3 hour program all three of the experimental
participants were at least able to ski down Perisher’s front valley beginner’s slopes
performing rudimentary parallel turns with reasonably good speed control; although
participant “Skier 6” was not as consistent as the other two participants, regularly tripping
and falling.
After a one hour lunch the three experimental and three control participants were all
videoed undertaking the skiing ability test. Unfortunately after lunch the weather had
partly closed in with conditions becoming mostly overcast with wind gusts blowing surface
snow around and at times reducing visibility. The area chosen to start videoing was a 50
metre long gentle slope at the base of Perisher’s front valley beginner’s area. This was the
same area used in the morning for the real world transition program; last 25 minutes of
part b). The participants travelled up the slope by standing on a belt type conveyor lift
(specifically for beginners) and then skied across to two assistants (two experienced skiers
who assisted the author on the day). On a signal from the author, videoing from the base of
the slope, the assistant let one participant at a time ski down the slope until the author had
videoed 4 runs of each participant. After an hours videoing the control participants were
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asked if they felt confident taking the chair lift to the top of the beginners slope and skiing
down the full length of the beginners slope; all felt confident and wanted to try. This was
not a problem with the experimental participants as they had already done this at the end
of the morning’s transition program.
With this part the author was again assisted by the two experienced skiers. On starting to
descend the slope all the control participants found the slight increase in gradient too steep
to manage and had to remove their skies and walk down the slope with help from the two
assistants. Meanwhile, the author videoed the experimental participants skiing down each
60‐metre section of the slope. In total, the experimental participants completed three runs
down the slope and were videoed on all three runs performing unassisted rudimentary
parallel turns with reasonably good speed control.
After the experiment the experimental participants were asked:
‐ How did skiing on the simulator compare to real skiing? They all agreed that once they
started performing parallel turns it felt just like the ski simulator but getting to that point
wasn’t easy. A review of the day’s video footage revealed that the element posing the
biggest hurdle was pressure control in particular timing and coordinating weight/balance
transfer to the outside ski. In response part b) of the day one ‘Experiment Real world
transition program’ was modified by introducing stepping to transfer weight/balance as a
separate sub‐skill as shown below.

b) On a gentle slope that runs into a flat area participants practice walking up the slope,
getting up from a fall, gliding down the slope without turning, getting a feel for balance and
eventually doing continuous linked turns.
‐ Participants walk up the slope a short distance by side stepping and then practice getting
up from a fall. Duration 5 minutes.
‐ Participants walk up the slope (side stepping and herringbone) and then practice gliding
down the slope (getting a feel for balance) without turning until they come to a stop on the
flat area. Duration 10 minutes.
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‐ Participants walk further by the slope (side stepping and herringbone) and then glide
down stepping (transferring their weight/balance) from one foot to the other.
Duration 10 minutes.
‐ Participants walk by the slope again and glide down stepping (transferring their
weight/balance) from one ski to the other using the poles to coordinate the
weight/balance transfer; reach slightly forward pole touch (right pole) and step
(from right ski to left ski).
Duration 10 minutes.
‐ Participants walk by the slope again and turning on the way down by stepping
(transferring their weight/balance) from one ski to the other using the poles to
coordinate the weight/balance transfer while flexing and extending the legs; Thinking
of rhythm; starting with legs slightly flexed ‐ reach forward with downhill pole and touch
extending the legs to step from the ski on pole touch side (downhill ski) to opposite ski
(uphill ski) ‐ flex the legs to keep centre of gravity down ‐ tip the skis and point the knees in
the direction of the turn, thus initiating the turn (turning around the pole) ‐ extend the
outside leg from the middle to the end of the turn.
The rhythmic pattern/clue is pole – step – down – turn. Always looking ahead and keeping
shoulders square to the slope not rotating the shoulders and hips while skiing.
Duration 10 minutes.

- How physically and mentally demanding was the day? All felt that the day was not overly
physically and mentally demanding and that it had been a fun experience.
‐ Was there a point in the day when every thing started to fall into place; when you started
feeling some confidence doing parallel turns? They agreed this was when they started
skiing with enough speed.

Day two. On the second day of the program a new experimental group, consisting of two
female participants (Skiers 8 & 10) and one male participant (Skier 12), plus a new control
group, of one female (Skier 11) and one male participant (Skiers 7), were again taken to
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Perisher ski resort for the day. Unfortunately a third control participant missed the bus and
was unable to participate. Again at 9:30 am the two control participants started their three
hour level 1 ski lesson with a Perisher ski resort qualified ski instructor while the
experimental participants went with the author for the three hour ‘Experiment Real world
transition program’. The weather for the second day was almost identical in the morning to
the first day with a light breeze and some cloud and periods of sunshine, however in the
afternoon the wind picked up and it started to snow making visibility poor at times.
The ‘Experiment Real world transition program’ used on the second day was the same as
that outlined in chapter 3.7.3; which evolved from experience gained on the first day.
Parts a) & b) of the program were again delivered in the same area used for the pilot study
and day one; a gentle 20 metre long slope which ran into a flat area at the base of Perisher’s
front valley beginner’s area. At the start of the program two of the experimental
participants “Skiers 8 & 10” progress was on par with that of the day one experimental
participants and the pilot study. They both quickly became familiar with wearing ski boots
and skies and had no problems completing part a) of the program. However participant
“Skier 12” had difficulties becoming familiar with wearing ski boots and skis and took more
time than allocated.
Consequently Part b) started 10 minutes late and again participant “Skier 12” had
difficulties with coordination and balance which slowed down progress for the other two
participants. The introduction of stepping from one ski to the other ski made the transfer of
pressure control from the simulator to real snow skiing easier and quicker. Apart from
“Skier 12” participants “Skiers 8 & 10” progression to turning was smoother and easier than
the day one participants.
When it came time to advance to part c) of the program participant “Skier 12” had still not
progressed to a level where he could ski down from the top of the beginners slope with it’s
steeper more demanding gradient. Rather than further hamper the progress of the other
two participants it was decided that “Skier 12” remain on the 50 metre long gentle slope at
the base of Perisher’s front valley beginner’s area (which is serviced by the beginners belt
type conveyor lift) and continue practicing turning.
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This time part c) of the program (which involved taking the chairlift to the top of the
beginners slope) proved to be much less of a step compared to the day one participants.
Breaking down pressure control by the introduction of stepping from one ski to the other
ski made a big difference. After a short settling in period, which included a few falls, by the
end of the first run participants “Skiers 8 & 10” were performing reasonable turns on the
increased gradient. Again as with day one the longer slope allowed them more time and
space to practice their turns. By the end of the 3 hour program participants “Skiers 8 & 10”
were able to ski down Perisher’s front valley beginner’s slopes performing reasonable
parallel turns with good speed control.
After a one‐hour lunch the three experimental and two control participants were all
videoed undertaking the skiing ability test. The area chosen to start videoing was the same
50‐metre long gentle slope at the base of Perisher’s front valley beginner’s area used on day
one. Again the participants travelled up the slope by standing on the belt type conveyor lift
and then skied across to two assistants (two experienced skier who assisted the author on
the day). As per day one; on a signal from the author, videoing from the base of the slope,
the assistant let one participant at a time ski down the slope until the author had videoed 4
runs from each participant.
After an hour’s videoing one control participants “Skier 11” and experimental participant
“Skier 12” were left to ski down the 50 metre long gentle slope while the two experimental
participants “Skiers 8 & 10”and one control participant “Skier 7” were taken up the chairlift
to the top of the beginners slope and videoed skiing down. The reason for including one of
the control participants (Skier 7) was because the participants had progressed to a level
where the ski instructor was able to take the participant to the top of the beginners slope.
This was because on day two the ski instructor, with only two control participants (doing
the level one lesson), was able to devote more time to each participant and therefore get
them to a more advanced level compared to day one where the instructor had three
participants to contend with.
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Again the author videoed the three participants skiing down each 60 metre section of the
slope. However because of the reduced visibility (from the wind and snow) it was only
possible to video two runs from each of the three participants skiing down the slope
unassisted. Importantly the two experimental participants “Skiers 8 & 10” were able to use
all the parts/skills to perform reasonable good parallel turns with good speed control. One
of the experimental participants “Skier 8” kept on improving right up to when it was time to
leave where as the other experimental participant “Skier 10” became fatigued (muscle
sourness probably due to lactic acid) towards the end of the day and stopped improving.
The control participant “Skier 7” was also able to perform turns on the increased gradient;
but had difficulties with weight/balance transfer regularly catching an edge and falling.
Participant “Skier 7” also had problems controlling speed and over rotating the upper body
when stopping which again mostly resulted in a fall. This was despite the fact that
Participant “Skier 7” was able to perform good turns with good control on the 50‐metre
long gentle slope at the base of the beginner’s area.
After the experiment, feedback from the two experimental participants “Skiers 8 & 10” re‐
confirmed what the day one experimental participants had noted, in particular; that once
they started performing parallel turns it felt just like the ski simulator. Review of the day’s
video footage also revealed that pressure control, timing and coordinating weight/balance
transfer to the outside ski was better than on day one.

4.6 Video Data evaluation method.
The video data from the skiing ability tests was edited to show the best 3 to 4 runs from
each participant, to demonstrate the level of skiing ability each participant reached during
the day. The participants were arranged in alternating order starting with a control
participant followed by an experimental participant and so on. The pilot participant skiing
ability test was also included on the video in place of the control participant who had failed
to turn up for the experiment. The pilot participant was included because all the conditions
and protocols used in the pilot study were the same as those followed in the experiment. On
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the video the participants were identified only as skier 1, skier 2, skier 3, etc. which match
up with the Likert scale “skiing ability form”. Two Qualified Perisher ski Instructors were
approached and agreed to assess the participants skiing ability. A few weeks prior to the
assessment the “skiing ability form” was emailed to the instructors so they could review
and ensure they understood and agreed with the assessment criteria. After a small number
of modifications the “skiing ability form” was ready. The assessment took place in
Jindabyne on a week night at the ski instructor’s apartment at 5:00pm after they had
finished work (ski instructing). The instructors were simply told that they were going to:
‐ View an 11 minute video with 12 novice skiers at the end of their first days skiing, and
‐ Give each skier a rating using the “skiing ability form” they had reviewed.
The instructors had full control of the video; they were able to replay, pause and play the
video in slow motion as many times as they pleased. They were also able to discuss
amongst themselves what they observed and the rating they would assign to each skiers
criteria. Upon request it was agreed they could assign scores with half ratings such as 1.5,
2.5, 3.5 etc. The assessment, which included filling in the “skiing ability form”, took
approximately 45 minutes. For the completed: “skiing ability form” Refer appendix 1.
After the assessment the instructors were informed about the experiment and shown
another 5 minute video with the pilot and experimental participants undertaking the
“Program for teaching and learning skiing skills on the new simulator”, the “Real world
transition program” and some expert skiers and the author skiing on the new simulator.
The instructors were asked for their impressions on the skiing ability of the experimental
participants (on the video) compared to the control participants and the average first time
skiers they see daily?
They replied that: it was quite an achievement for the experimental participants, on their
first day of skiing, to be able to start performing parallel turns from the top of Perisher’s
centre valley beginners run. This is because the gradient on many sections is more
intermediate level than beginner level making it too challenging for most first time skiers.
They added that although the experimental participants were able to ski and turn down
Perisher’s centre valley beginners run the gradient on the steeper areas was still a little too
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demanding. On the other hand they felt the pilot participant’s (Skier 9) skiing skills were
exceptional for a first time skier and that skiing down Perisher’s centre valley beginners run
was well within her capabilities. A mention was also made regarding the only control
participant that was able to ski down Perisher’s centre valley beginners run (Skier 7); that
the participant demonstrated exceptional natural ability.
The instructors commented that they would have also liked to see the Experimental
participants skiing down the 50 metre long gentle slope at the base of the beginner’s area.
Unfortunately the 11 minute video (showing the 12 participants) only showed each skier’s
best runs on the most challenging slope they could ski down; the Control participants skiing
down the 50 metre long gentle slope at the base of the beginner’s area while the Pilot and
Experimental participants (plus one control participant “Skier 7”) skied down the more
challenging top to bottom of the beginners slope. The instructors believed that if they had
seen the Experimental participants skiing down the 50 metre long gentle slope at the base
of the beginner’s area they would likely have scored them even higher. This was because
the more challenging terrain made it difficult at times for them to appreciate and assess the
Experimental participant’s skills levels. The reason why this was not included on the video
was because it was felt it would have made the video too long.
The instructors further noted that “flexing and extending” and “pole use and timing” are not
taught in level one ski lessons to skiers on their first day as it is too much to take in and
process. However, the experimental participants generally displayed satisfactory
application of both these two skills as opposed to the control participants who, in all but
one case (Skier 7), did not use these skills at all. However the instructors noted that the
control participant that did use both “flexing and extending” and “pole use and timing” over
rotated when using pole use and timing. They also thought that the experimental
participants on the second day (except for “Skier 12”) performed better that the
experimental participants on the first day which confirmed that the changes to the
transition program on the second day had a positive effect.
When asked of their impressions of the teaching programmes and if there is anything they
would do to improve them? Both said (from what they had seen) the programs could
definitely be refined especially the “real world transition program” and agreed that the
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experimental participants would have performed as well or better than the pilot participant
(Skier 9) if a qualified ski instructor had been involved in developing and delivering the
programs. They felt confident that with input from a qualified ski instructor the new
simulator package would be able to shorten the time required to perform parallel turns.
They noted that it is easier to teach a single skier than it is to teach two or more and that
this combined with the author’s inexperience, at instructing more than one skier at a time,
is the likely reason for the experimental participants not having performed as well as the
pilot participant. The instructors also commented that although the experimental
participants had good balance and were able to control their speed and navigate their way
down the slope by performing rudimentary parallel turns, the turns were mostly
incomplete; their turns generally did not form completely rounded “s” shaped turns. Again
they felt this could be addressed by refining the training programs.
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Chapter 5
Research Experiment Findings, analysis and results.
The findings derived from the participant’s feedback, evaluation of ski instructor’s feedback
and review of the video data revealed that:
‐ The Pilot and Experimental participants (except for Participant “Skier 12”) all noted that
once they started performing parallel turns on real snow it felt just like the ski simulator.
‐ All the participants felt that the transition program day was not overly physically and
mentally demanding and that it had been a fun experience.
‐ The Experimental participants (except for Participant “Skier 12”) agreed that the point in
the transition program day when every thing started to fall into place and they began
feeling some confidence doing parallel turns was when they started skiing with enough
speed. They also noted that thinking of rhythm helped to link the skills learnt on the
simulator to real snow skiing.
The pilot participant noted that the turning point was when thinking of rhythm was
introduced.
‐ Although a review of the skiing ability tests videos revealed that pressure control, timing
and coordinating weight/balance transfer to the outside ski had improved, from day one
to day two, there was still much room for improvement.
‐ The two ski instructors felt (from what they had observed on the videos) that with input
from a qualified ski instructor, to help refine and deliver the two training programs, the
time required to perform parallel turns could be shortened.
‐ The instructors noted that “flexing and extending” and “pole planting” are not taught in
level one ski lessons to skiers on their first day as it is too much to take in and process.
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However, the experimental participants generally displayed satisfactory application of
both these two skills as opposed to the control participants who, in all but one case, did
not use these skills at all.
‐ Probably the most compelling finding was the difference between the Experimental and
Control participants when they tried skiing from the top to the bottom of Perisher’s centre
valley beginner’s run: while the Experimental participants were able to perform
satisfactory parallel turns with good speed control the Control participants (except for
one) could not perform a single turn without falling and had to remove their skies and
walk down the slope.

5.1 Analysis of Experiment Likert Data
The Likert scale data was entered into IBM’s SPSS Statistics (PASW Statistical Data Editor)
software. A general linear model repeated measures analysis and an independent sample T‐
test were run. The general linear model (GLM) repeated measures analysis compared and
plotted the two group’s (Experimental and Control participants) means for each criterion
while the independent sample T‐test identified any significant differences between the two
groups mean scores for each criterion. The GLM repeated measures plot illustrates that the
Experimental participants performed better than the Control participants in 4 out of the 7
skiing skills (criteria); as shown in Plot 1. These 4 criteria include Rotary actions, Balance,
Flexing & Extending and Pole use and Timing. In three of the criteria; Edging, Pressure
Control and Stance, the relative difference between the two groups was only marginal with
a mean difference ranging from 0.0714 to 0.1429. Stance was the only criteria where the
control participants outperformed the experimental participants by a relatively large
difference; of 0.6714. Flexing & Extending and Pole use and Timing were the two criteria
where the Experimental participants outperformed the Control participants by the biggest
mean differences of 1.5286 and 1.6571 respectively.
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Although the GLM repeated measures plot shows that the Experimental participants
performed better than the Control participants in 4 out of the 7 skiing sub‐skills (criteria)
the independent sample T‐test only found a significant difference between 2 of the 7
criteria’s mean scores for the two groups; Flexing & Extending and Pole use and Timing.
Importantly the T‐test “P” value (Refer Table 2: ‘Independent Sample Test’ below under
the “Sig. (2‐tailed)” column see “P” values highlighted) for “Flexing & Extending” is less than
0.05 (significant) and for “Pole use & Timing” is less than 0.01(highly significant) for these
two criteria the T‐test show that there is a less than 5% probability that their means are the
same for the two groups; therefore we can conclude with 95% probability that the sub‐
skills of Flexing & Extending and Pole use and Timing transferred from the simulator into
real skiing and that this would be the case in 65% of the population (this takes into account
the small sample size of 6 experimental participants). Refer Table 2: ‘Independent Sample
Test’ below with significant differences highlighted.

Control
Experimental

SKI SUB-SKILLS
1-Stance
2- Rotary Actions
3- Edging
4- Pressure Control
5- Balance
6- Flexing & Extending
7- Pole Use & Timing

Plot 1
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Independent Samples Test
Levene's Test for Equality
of Variances

STANCE

Equal variances
assumed

F

Sig.

t

df

Sig. (2‐
tailed)

Mean
Difference

Std. Error
Difference

.330

.579

1.073

10

.308

.6714

1.051

8.099

.324

‐.862

10

‐.905

Equal variances not
assumed
ROTARY

Equal variances
assumed

.070

.796

Equal variances not
assumed
EDGING

Equal variances
assumed

.099

.760

Equal variances not
assumed
PRESSURE
CONTROL

Equal variances
assumed

.112

.744

Equal variances not
assumed
BALANCE

Equal variances
assumed

.427

.528

Equal variances not
assumed
FLEXING &
EXTENDING

Equal variances
assumed

.008

.931

Equal variances not
assumed
POLE USE & TIMING Equal variances
assumed
Equal variances not
assumed

t‐test for Equality of Means

2.062

.182

95% Confidence Interval
of the Difference
Lower

Upper

.6256

‐.7224

2.0653

.6714

.6387

‐.7983

2.1412

.409

‐.4286

.4973

‐1.5367

.6796

9.912

.387

‐.4286

.4734

‐1.4847

.6276

.350

10

.734

.1429

.4081

‐.7664

1.0521

.349

8.631

.736

.1429

.4099

‐.7905

1.0762

.161

10

.875

.0714

.4426

‐.9148

1.0577

.165

9.336

.873

.0714

.4341

‐.9052

1.0481

‐.296

10

.774

‐.1286

.4348

‐1.0974

.8402

‐.330

9.272

.749

‐.1286

.3902

‐1.0073

.7502

‐2.691

10

.023

‐1.5286

.5681

‐2.7945

‐.2627

‐2.754

9.438

.021

‐1.5286

.5549

‐2.7751

‐.2820

‐3.234

10

.009

‐1.6571

.5124

‐2.7988

‐.5155

‐3.676

8.532

.006

‐1.6571

.4508

‐2.6856

‐.6287

Table 2
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5.2 Summary of Experiment Findings and Analysis
The findings and analysis did deliver some positive outcomes, which can be
summarised as follows:
‐ The participants agreed that once they started performing parallel turns it felt just
like skiing on the ski simulator.
‐ The instructors felt the new ski simulator system could reduce the time required to
perform parallel turns (compared to traditional methods).
‐ The Experimental participants were able to perform satisfactory parallel turns
with good speed control from the top to the bottom of Perisher’s centre valley
beginners run: while the Control participants (except for one) could not perform a
single turn (including snow plough) without falling, and
‐Based on the results from the independent sample T‐test) we can conclude with
95% probability of certainty that 2 out of the 7 sub‐skills (Flexing & Extending and
Pole use and Timing) did transfer from the simulator into real skiing in 65% of the
population (this takes into account our small sample size of 6 experimental
participants; refer chapter 3.8).
In general, however, it was felt that further investigation was needed before it could
be argued that there is a reasonable chance that these methods may provide an
answer to the research question and could support the hypothesis claim (refer
chapters 3.1 and 3.2).
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Chapter 6
ReTesting
It was decided to run a second more thorough re‐test of the new ski simulator. The
aim of the re‐test was to gather data to statistically establish how similar skiing on
the simulator is to skiing on real snow. The test would assess how accurately the
simulator replicates both the engineering or physical movements and the
psychological or functional aspect of real snow skiing (Maran & Galvin, 2003).
Two methods were identified; expert feedback and a biomechanical analysis.
However, because of budget, time and logistic constraints the latter was ruled out. In
the re‐test a group of expert/experienced skiers would trial the new simulator and
provide feedback in the form of Likert scales and written comments.

6.1 Expert ReTesting of the “New Ski Simulator”
The New Ski Simulator was re‐tested using a new group of ten experienced skiers
who had not previously used the new ski simulator; five were qualified ski
instructors. All were informed that the new simulator was a prototype and that the
purpose of the trial was to provide feedback to help refine the new ski simulator.

6.1.1 Expert ReTesting Procedure.
Each participant was allowed unlimited time to ski on the simulator and all agreed
to be videoed for their time on the simulator. The value of the video data was to
study the expert skiers’ reactions to the simulator. While skiing on the simulator
participants are able to observe themselves on the large mirror (2.4 metres wide by
1.2 metres high) placed approximately four metres in front of the simulator.
After their trial each participants completed an ‘Experts Feedback Sheet’ consisting
of five questions. Each question asks the participant to compare, on a rating scale
from 0‐10, one aspect of skiing on the simulator to skiing on real snow. On the rating
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scale ‘0’ indicated it felt nothing like real skiing while ‘10’ indicated it felt exactly like
real skiing. The questions asked to compare and rate “continuous parallel turns”,
“edging”, “pole planting”, “coordination” and “overall sensation. Participants were
also free to include written feedback to each question and offer any other feedback
as desired. Refer Appendix 4 to view the ‘Experts Feedback Sheet’.

6.1.2 Expert ReTesting Participants feedback and observations.
All the participants took between 2 to 4 minutes to settle into skiing on the
simulator after which they were all able to perform parallel type ski turns.
All participants noted that although skiing on the simulator felt like real snow skiing
and required the same muscle coordination and technique the application of that
technique required more precision, timing and balance. This was thought to be
because on real snow, unlike the simulator, skis are more able to drift and skid
thereby being more forgiving. Experts felt that not being able to drift and skid as
much as real snow skiing was a positive thing as it encouraged the development of
better carving techniques. This was particularly noticeable with one expert who had
an injury to the ball of the left foot. The injury caused discomfort when skiing but
noted that it did not seem to affect his snow skiing too much. However, on the
simulator turning to the right was awkward and it could easily be observed that this
was due to less edging angle being applied in this direction as compared to turning
to the left. Because he was able to see himself skiing, when on the simulator, he was
able to correct the problem within 10 minutes whereas it would have take much
longer on snow or might have needed the help of a ski instructor.
One of the participants (a level‐3 ski instructor) observed a slight fault in the
techniques of two of the experts and after approximately ten minutes of instructions
with each expert was able to correct the fault. The instructor commented that this
was a common fault that he regularly corrects for many expert skiers. He further
noted that to correct this problem on real snow can require several lessons often
over a few weeks and sometimes necessitating video feedback. He commented on
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how easy it was to correct this problem on the simulator as the skier was not
moving down a mountain and was able to get immediate feedback from the mirror.
All the skiers found skiing on the simulator to be fun and very addictive. This was
evident by the fact that after their first run on the simulator all did several more
runs, at their own request, each lasting between 15‐20 minutes.
Studying the video data revealed that initially all the expert skiers seemed to turn
better in one direction or the other. However, by the end of their time on the
simulator all were able to correct their techniques and turn equally well in both
directions. All expert skiers felt that skiing on the simulator would definitely help
improve snow skiing technique by finetuning the muscle coordination required for
producing parallel carved turns when real snow skiing.
The level‐3 ski instructor found that a foot‐steering technique used to teach first
time skiers to ski on real snow could also be performed on the simulator. This
steering technique is far easier to learn than carving (which had been used with the
pilot and experimental participants) and provides an easy transition into learning
carving techniques. Learning to carve using this method is much easier and faster
than learning to carve from the start. Expert skiers also found this method provided
a fast and easy way for adjusting to the extra precision, timing and balance required
on the simulator.
The level‐3 ski instructor felt confident that the new simulator combined with an
integrated instruction course (specifically tailored for the new simulator) could
shorten the time taken to learn and perform parallel turns on real snow.
The level‐3 ski instructor’s written feedback stated “Great tool to teach and analyse
skiers of all abilities. Was fun to work on people skiing and see them improve.
Would possibly give me work when it is not ski season”.
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6.1.3 Expert ReTesting Results from the SPSS data analysis.
The data derived from the ‘Expert Feedback Sheets’ (refer appendix 4) was
statistically analysed using IBM SPSS Statistics (PASW Statistical Data Editor).
A frequency analysis with histograms was produced and showed that the mean,
median and mode for turns, edging, coordination and sensation scored higher than 7
out of 10 from all the expert skiers with a maximum standard deviation of 1.685. For
pole‐planting the mean was 4.75 and median and modes were both 5 with a
standard deviation of 1.389. See ‘Frequencies Table’ (Table 3) and ‘Turns, Edging,
Pole‐Planting, Coordination and Sensation Histograms’ below.
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Frequencies
Statistics
POLE
TURNS
N

Valid

EDGING

PLANTING

COORDINATON

SENSATION

10

10

10

10

10

0

0

0

0

0

Mean

7.50

7.40

4.30

8.70

8.30

Std. Error of Mean

.477

.542

.496

.300

.367

Median

7.00

7.50

4.50

9.00

8.00

7

5a

3a

9

8

Std. Deviation

1.509

1.713

1.567

.949

1.160

Variance

2.278

2.933

2.456

.900

1.344

Skewness

.121

‐.119

.247

‐.234

‐.192

Std. Error of Skewness

.687

.687

.687

.687

.687

Kurtosis

‐.401

‐1.059

‐.764

‐.347

1.092

Std. Error of Kurtosis

1.334

1.334

1.334

1.334

1.334

Range

5

5

5

3

4

Minimum

5

5

2

7

6

Maximum

10

10

7

10

10

Sum

75

74

43

87

83

10

5.10

5.00

2.10

7.10

6.20

20

6.20

5.20

3.00

8.00

8.00

25

6.75

5.75

3.00

8.00

8.00

30

7.00

6.30

3.00

8.00

8.00

40

7.00

7.00

3.40

8.40

8.00

50

7.00

7.50

4.50

9.00

8.00

60

7.60

8.00

5.00

9.00

8.00

70

8.70

8.70

5.00

9.00

8.70

75

9.00

9.00

5.25

9.25

9.25

80

9.00

9.00

5.80

9.80

9.80

90

9.90

9.90

6.90

10.00

10.00

Missing

Mode

Percentiles

a. Multiple modes exist. The smallest value is shown

Table 3
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A one‐sample t‐test was also run to calculate the 95% confidence interval for the
true mean of each variable. As we do not know the real mean value for the
population we assumed the population t‐test mean value to be 6 based on the Likert
scale of 0‐10. Taking ‘Turns’ (from the ‘T‐Test’ Tables 4 & 5’ below) as an example
the mean for the sample of 8 participants is 7.63, but what we are really interested
in is the "true" or "population" mean, which is the mean we would get if we tested a
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very large number of participants. In this case the 95% confidence interval for
‘Turns’ indicates that there is a 95% chance that the true mean of ‘Turns’ is between
6.22 (6+0.22) and 9.03 (6 + 3.03). Furthermore as the Sig. (probability %) value for
four of the five variables (Turns, Edging, Coordination and Sensation) is less than
0.05 (see values under the Sig. (2tailed) column in table 5 below, ‘OneSample
Test’,), we can exclude chance as an explanation for the results and we can say that
there is a greater than 95% probability that more than 80% (takes into account our
small sample size of 10 participants; refer chapter 3.8) of all expert skiers in the
population would agree that skiing on the new simulator is similar to skiing on real
snow in four of the five categories (Turns, Edging, Coordination and Sensation). The
same cannot be said for Pole Planting; even though the Sig. (probability %) for Pole
Planting is less than 0.05 its true mean is 3.18 (6‐2.82) and 5.42 (6‐0.58) which are
both less than our assumed population t‐test mean of 6.
TTest
OneSample Statistics
N

Mean

Std. Deviation

Std. Error Mean

TURNS

10

7.50

1.509

.477

EDGING

10

7.40

1.713

.542

POLE_PLANTING

10

4.30

1.567

.496

COORDINATION

10

8.70

.949

.300

SENSATION

10

8.30

1.160

.367

Table 4
OneSample Test
Test Value = 6
95% Confidence Interval of the
Difference

Mean
t

df

Sig. (2‐tailed)

Difference

Lower

Upper

TURNS

3.143

9

.012

1.500

.42

2.58

EDGING

2.585

9

.029

1.400

.17

2.63

POLE_PLANTING

‐3.431

9

.008

‐1.700

‐2.82

‐.58

COORDINATION

9.000

9

.000

2.700

2.02

3.38

SENSATION

6.273

9

.000

2.300

1.47

3.13

Table 5
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6.1.4 Expert ReTesting Conclusion.
The results indicate that skiing on the simulator is very similar to skiing on real
snow. They also revealed that pole planting received the lowest scores from all the
experts although all agreed that the pole planting mechanism provided a good
balance between safety and pole planting. The level three ski instructor also added
that pole planting was not a critical factor when first learning to ski. Based on this
various aspects of the pole planting mechanisms dynamics have been identified for
further design refinements.
An important outcome from the re‐test was that the level three ski instructor
approached the author with an offer to conduct a further trial which the author
accepted.

6.2 Ski instructors trial.
In the trial the level three ski instructor would refine both the “Program for teaching
and learning skiing skills on the new simulator” and the “Real world transition
program” and deliver them to a new participant. A new male participant was found
who fulfilled all the selection requirements laid out in chapter 3.8.1. The complete
trial was videoed and the findings used to support the research.
6.2.1 Ski instructors Program for Teaching and learning skiing skills on the
new simulator.
As with the pilot and experimental programs the participant did 10 sessions on the
simulator. Unfortunately because of work commitments the instructor was only able
to run the first two sessions however, in both sessions the instructor spent more
than twice the time that was spent in the comparable sessions in the pilot and the
experiment. Both sessions went for 45 minutes where the participant spent 13
minutes on the simulator in the first session and 14 minutes on the simulator in the
second session. In both sessions a part of the 45 minutes also included
demonstrations by the instructor on the simulator. In these two sessions the
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instructor was able to progress the participant through all the elements of skiing bar
Pole use and Timing. The remaining 8 program sessions were delivered by the
author, after taking directions from the instructor, and focused on refining and
consolidating what the instructor had taught. Pole use and Timing was introduced
by the author on day 5 of the program. Pole use and timing was applied in
coordination with weighting and un‐weighting which the instructor identified as an
important sub‐skill in performing parallel turns. Un‐weighting is when the pressure
exerted by the skis on the snow is reduced while weighting is when the pressure
exerted by the skis on the snow is increased (leMaster, 2010, p.99). This is the same
technique the author had used to coordinate pole use and timing with the pilot and
experimental participants through thinking of rhythm; pole – stepup – down –
turnpush. In this sequence “up” initiates un‐weighting and “down” initiates
weighting.

6.2.2 Differences between Ski instructors and Authors Programs for Teaching
and learning skiing skills on the new simulator.
The main difference between the author’s experimental program and the instructor
program was that in the instructors program:
‐ The initial sessions, where the participant was introduced to gliding and turning,
the speed of the simulator was turned right down to 2‐3 Kph. This simulated the
same speeds the participant would experience when first starting to glide and turn
on real snow in the transition program. The slow speeds also enabled the instructor
to employ steering techniques as a means to teach the participant how to turn. On
real snow Instructors use steering techniques as they provide an easier and quicker
method to learn how to turn, as opposed to going directly to carving, plus steering
also offers a smoother transition in learning to perform carved parallel turns. This
was also the case on the simulator and was evident when comparing the video data
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from the pilot and experimental participants with that from the ski instructor’s
participant.
Importantly this is the same technique ski instructors use on real snow to teach
people how to ski and this means that the exact methods used on the simulator can
be replicated on real snow in the transition program. Using these steering
techniques also allows the participant to more easily learn how to transfer
weight/balance to the ski on the outside of the turn and apply pressure control. This
is a significant breakthrough as learning to transfer weight/balance to the outside
ski when turning and pressure control were identified, in the experiments transition
program, as areas which required further refinement. Another advantage of steering
actions is that it offers a more efficient, easier and safer method for progressing to
the faster speed of 15 Kph required to perform parallel turns.
The reason why this method had not previously been used was because the author
never considered that steering actions could be accurately reproduced on the
simulator. This is because steering actions involve drifting which the author thought
could not be performed on the simulator. Conversely when the instructor tried
steering actions on the simulator he was in no doubt that it felt just like steering on
real snow. Furthermore he was able to successfully utilize steering actions, during
the expert trials, to correct faults in some of the experts skiing techniques.
‐ A far greater emphasis was placed on stance (posture) which was explained and
demonstrated in greater detail during the first session when the participant was
first learning to glide and steer. Stance was also regularly corrected, particularly on
the first session to ensure the participant could eventually, intuitively, adopt a
proper posture.
‐ Each time a new sub‐skill was introduced the speed of the simulator was slowed
down and gradually increased as the sub‐skill was learnt. For example when
learning to glide the speed was gradually increased from about 2 to 15 Kph, for
learning to steer the speed was gradually increased from about 2 to 7 Kph, for
learning to edge the speed was gradually increased from about 5 to 15 Kph and for
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learning to do parallel carved turns the speed was gradually increased from about
10 to 15 Kph. This was in contrast to the author’s programs where the speed was
only varied (by slowly increasing it from 2 to15 Kph) during the initial gliding
period after which it was set to 15 Kph. As mentioned earlier this was because the
author did not employ steering techniques instead went straight to parallel carved
turns which required a 15 Kph speed.
‐ Greater emphasis was placed on flexion and extension to the extent that the
participant was encouraged to exaggerate the two so as not to be too static when
skiing. This is an important sub‐skill that helps initiate a turn and to transfer
weight/balance to the outside ski during a turn.
‐ It was also stressed that while the legs manoeuvre the skis by flexing, extending,
edging and adjusting their fore‐aft position the upper body should remain relatively
calm regards movement to maintain balance. This is also highlighted by LeMaster
(2010, p. 55).
‐ The participant was told to focus on not rushing the turns but rather to let the ski
do the work and to try and make all actions as smooth as possible. Rushing the turns
is a common problem that most novice skiers exhibit in an effort to slow down their
skis. This is because as the skis changes from one direction to another direction,
when turning, there is a period when the skis are pointing down the slope causing
them to pick up speed. This sudden acceleration causes most beginners to feel
apprehensive prompting them to rush their turns. Unfortunately this has an
undesired affect in that it can cause the skis to skid and lose grip on steeper slopes
and on hard‐packed snow. This is also a common problem that many intermediate
and some advanced skiers exhibit. If not addressed when first learning to ski it can
hinder progress and can take some time to correct.
‐ Even after the participant had learnt to do parallel turns, on the simulator, at the
start of each session (first 2‐3 minutes) the speed of the simulator would be turned
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down to approximately 3 Kph so that the participant could practice steering. This
ensured these sub‐skills would be maintained as they would be essential in the
transition program. Afterwards the speed would be slowly increased to 15 Kph to
practice and refine edging and parallel turning.
Interestingly when comparing the progress of the participant on the ski instructors
program (for teaching and learning skiing skills on the new simulator) and that of
the pilot and experimental participants on the authors program the end result from
both programs appeared fairly similar. Even though the instructors program
required the participant to also learn steering techniques the time taken to progress
to parallel carved turns was comparable between the two programs. However at
this stage the question was whether the introduction of steering techniques would
make a difference in learning to perform parallel ski turns on real snow.

6.2.3 Ski instructor’s Real world transition program.
The Ski instructor’s Real world transition program took place at Thredbo ski resort
two days after the participant completed the Ski instructors Program for Teaching
and learning skiing skills on the new simulator. The ski instructor’s real world
transition program was delivered by the instructor and fully video recorded by the
author. Because the instructor had other commitments the program only went for 1
hour and 45 minutes but this was sufficient time for the instructor to provide
valuable feedback. Although Perisher was the preferred location to conduct the ski
instructors transition program (as it was where all the previous transition programs
were conducted and would have made it easier to compare results) it was not
possible as the instructor was employed instructing at Thredbo.
The ski equipment selected for the participant was high intermediate level which
was the same level of equipment that was used by the pilot participant. As with the
pilot participant this decision was based on the assumption that if the participant
was going to perform parallel turns then intermediate skis and boots would be
better suited and would not inhibit progress. This is because high level intermediate
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skies are better able to hold an edge and therefore turn and carve better than
beginner’s skies. Likewise high level Intermediate Boots were selected because they
provide a closer fit making them more responsive enabling the skis to better hold an
edge when turning. Importantly this could be a contributing factor as to why the
pilot participant clearly out scored all the other participants, who only used
beginner level equipment, as illustrated in the Likert Data on the skiing ability form
(refer appendix 1).
Unlike all the previous transition programs, where the weather was overcast with
intermittent snow flurries and wind gusts, on this occasion the weather was perfect
all day with sun shine, no clouds and no wind. The only negative point was that
there was little natural snow and the only ski‐able snow was man made. Even
though man‐made snow is almost as good as natural snow on which to ski the area
of ski‐able snow was limited. As a result the small area of ski‐able snow was highly
utilised causing the snow to pack firmly and become icy. Unfortunately it is more
difficult to learn to ski on icy snow particularly as the gradient increases.
The program started at 10:15am at Thredbo’s Friday Flats beginner’s area. The first
part took place on a flat section with no gradient and involved gliding on one ski
while using the free foot with which to push. This was performed for approximately
5 minutes and then for a further 5 minutes with the ski on the opposite foot.
Learning to balance on one ski, while on the move, is an essential skiing skill for
performing parallel turns which requires weight/balance to be transferred to the ski
on the outside of the turn.
As with the program on the ski simulator the instructor was particularly rigorous,
throughout the transition program, to ensure the participant adopted the correct
stance and posture.
In the second part both skis were worn and on a short gentle slope the instructor
showed the participant how to apply the same steering actions learnt on the
simulator to turn when skiing down the slope. This involved walking up the slope
(by using a herringbone technique) and then, with the skis in a slight snowplough
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position (feet about 300cm apart with ski tips together), skiing down the slope
making just one steered turn before coming to a stop on the flat area at the base of
the slope. Here the participant practiced transferring weight/balance to the ski on
the outside of the turn and started to focus on feeling and using the inside edge of
that ski when turning. The participant practiced this exercise first with poles, for
approximately 10 minutes, and then without poles, for about 5 minutes so as to
concentrate on just the lower body. By the end of this part the participant was
reasonably proficient at making a single steered turn down the gentle slope either to
the left or right.
It is important to note that the instructor was using a slight snowplough stance as a
means of teaching the participant weight/balance transfer in order to steer (turn)
the skis while maintaining good stance. This is different from using snowplough as a
breaking (survival) technique where the skier is leaning back into the slope which
Clendenin (2007, p. 6‐9) refers to as the “Skiers Flu”.
Snowplough makes performing parallel linked turns easier to learn. This is because
the difficulty in learning to perform parallel linked turns involves shifting the centre
of gravity to the inside of the turn. For example when turning to the left a skier
needs to move his or her centre of gravity to the left of both skis which is difficult to
learn. However, in a snowplough stance because the feet are apart when turning the
centre of gravity never moves from between the skiers feet, instead it simply moves
between the inside of either foot.
For the third part the instructor moved to a slightly steeper and longer slope and
repeated what had been performed in the previous part. The slightly steeper slope
placed more demand on both transferring weight/balance to the ski on the outside
of the turn and using the inside edge of that ski when turning. After practicing this
for about 9 minutes the instructor moved on to linking steered turns, changing
direction from one side to the other, where after only two runs (6 minutes) the
participant was ready to progress to the next part.
The instructor then took the participant up the ski carpet which went about one
quarter of the way up the Friday Flats Beginners slope. Here the longer slope and
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slightly increased gradient allowed the participant to practice linking steered turns
uninterrupted. It was at this stage that the participant noted that it felt just like
skiing on the simulator. The instructor also made the first observation reporting
that the participant was picking things up very quickly and progressing through the
lesson much faster than the typical first time skier on a level one ski lesson. In total
about 20 minutes was spent skiing down the slope serviced by the ski carpet.
The participant was then taken on the chair lift to the top of the Friday Flats
Beginners slope. Here the top of the slope starts with a steeper gradient than the
slope serviced by the ski carpet both merging approximately three quarters of the
way down. The steeper slope demanded the participant apply more edging and
pressure control in order to control speed. This is an important step in learning to
perform parallel turns and was the first time that the participant initially appeared
to be challenged by the task. In total three runs were completed down the full length
of the Friday Flats beginner’s slope which involved practicing and refining
continuous linked turns to control the speed of descent and to navigate the way
down the slope. The instructor focused on building on what had been learnt earlier
working on stance, weight/balance transfer, edging, pressure control, rotary actions,
flexion extension and balance in order to slowly progress from steering to carving.
At the top of the first run the increased gradient caused the participant to
instinctively adopt a wider snowplough stance in order to control speed. However
as the participant’s confidence grew the snowplough stance became less
pronounced and by the third run the participant’s skis were almost parallel. On the
first run poles were used for the top section and then removed for the middle
section so as to again concentrate on stance, balance and the lower body for turning.
The first run also saw the participant have the only two falls of the day on the Friday
Flats beginners slope; one half way down the slope and a second fall towards the
bottom. Both falls coincided with the participant requiring the first rests of the day.
By the third run not only were the participants skis consistently closer together and
more parallel but also turns had improved and the speed of descent had increased.
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At the end of the third run down the Friday Flats Beginners slope the instructor had
to leave. The instructor agreed that, before lunch, the author take the participant a
few more time down the Friday Flats Beginners slope to build on what had been
learnt. Then after lunch the author could take the participant to the Merrits easy
intermediate area for a few runs and then capture the progress on video.
After the instructor left, one more run was completed down the Friday Flats
Beginners slope. During the run the participant’s confidence and turns improved
even further and towards the end of the run the participant started to perform
occasional pole planting. At the end of the run it was decided to stop and have lunch
as the participant was feeling tired.
After lunch another run was completed down the Friday Flats Beginners slope
where some time was spent coordinating weighting, un‐weighting and pole planting
as practiced on the simulator. By the end of the run the participant had further
consolidated what the instructor had taught and started coordinating more pole
plants.
It was then decided to take the Gun Barrel chairlift up to the Merrits beginner‐
intermediate area for the next part of the program.
The decent down the track from the top of Gun Barrel chairlift to Merrits run the
participant skied with little difficulty. Down Merrits the gradient was considerably
steeper, than anything the participant had previously encountered. Here the
participant adopted a more snowplough stance to compensate for the steeper
gradient. Despite finding it challenging the participant was able to ski down the first
50‐metres (where the snow was in reasonable condition) with good form. The
participant maintained good posture and stance and was able to perform reasonably
good turns to control speed. Unfortunately the lower chapter of Merrits was hard
packed and icy which proved too difficult for the participant. Down this section the
participant had 3 falls and by the bottom of the run was exhausted. As the snow
conditions were too icy on Merrits it was decided to take the chairlift back down to
Friday Flats to complete the trial.
Back at Friday Flats the author had planned to video the participant completing two
or three runs from top to bottom of the Friday Flats run. The participant was asked
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to perform continuous linked turns uninterrupted down the full length of the run
while applying all the skills learnt during the day’s transition program. During this
run the participant was able to perform reasonable parallel turns with a number of
well timed and coordinated pole plants. However after completing the first run the
participant’s legs were too fatigued to complete another run.

6.2.4 Differences between the Ski instructors and Authors Real world
transition programs.
The main difference between the author’s experimental program and the instructor
program was that:
‐ The instructors program closely followed the format used in the typical level one
ski lesson that is delivered to first time skiers. It included steering techniques in
conjunction with the snowplough stance as a stepping stone to learning parallel
turns. In contrast the author did not use the snowplough stance but instead went
directly to parallel turns.
‐ The instructor was more fastidious in ensuring correct posture was maintained at
all times. Although the author did focus on posture the instructors experience
enabled him to detect small misalignments in posture which the author would have
missed. It is important to correct small defects and establish good foundations early
so that progress will not be hindered in the future. Some of these problems could
have been corrected on the simulator if the instructor had been able to deliver the
whole program on the simulator.
‐ The instructor introduced the participant to skiing by gliding on only one ski and
using the free foot with which to push. This quickly familiarised the participant in
maintaining the centre of gravity over one ski. This is an important skill in
performing parallel turns where weight/balance is transferred to the ski on the
outside of the turn. The author introduced a similar exercise on a gentle slope that
ran into a flat area where the participants wore both skies but practiced gliding on
one ski.
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6.2.5 Ski instructors feedback of the trial.
2 weeks after completing the trial the author met with the ski instructor to gather
feedback. The ski instructor’s feedback was based on an informal semi‐unstructured
discussion. During the discussion the author asked open‐ended questions such as
“how did the participant progress, during the transition program, compare to that of
the typical first‐time skier on a level one ski lesson?” A video was also shown of the
best 2‐3 ski runs from the experimental participants, control participants, pilot
participant and the participant from the ski instructor’s trial.
The instructors noted that:
‐ In his experience the participant learnt each skiing skill and progressed through
the transition program faster than the typical first time skier on a level one ski
lesson. This reconfirmed what he had stated during the transition program.
‐ A first time skier would not progress beyond the Friday Flats ski carpet on their
first day’s skiing, and it was a real achievement that on his first day the participant
was able to ski with good form from the top of the Friday flats run.
‐The video footage showed that for a first time skier the participant had very good
posture, balance and was able to use his poles with good coordination and timing.
He added that pole use and timing was something he would not be able to get a first
time skier to do.
‐ There was a rhythm to the participant’s skiing that you would not normally see in a
first time skier.
‐ For a first time skier the participant was performing well coordinated turns with
skis parallel and good edging, rotary and pressure control. The instructor
particularly commented that the participant’s flexion and extension was very good
and far better than you would see in a first time skier.
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‐ He felt the ski simulator had definitely contributed to the participant’s quick
progress through the transition program and for reaching a level of skiing not
expected from a first time skier.
‐ The ski simulator would also be useful for instructing existing skiers; as the
instructor had demonstrated during the Expert Re‐Testing.
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Chapter 7
Interpretation of results and findings
The interpretation of the results and findings will be linked to the research
hypothesis which was formulated from the research question.
The purpose for this research is to try and answer the following research question:
Can an extremely complex wholebody activity, such as snow skiing, learnt in a
simulated environment, transfer into the real world? Furthermore can this process
provide any advantages over learning by performing the actual activity?
Based on a literature review, on transference of complex skills and learning, and the
availability of a new prototype ski simulator, which the author designed and
developed, the following hypothesis (comprised of two parts) was formulated:
1. That ‘continuous linked ski turns’ will be performed in a shorter period of
time on real snow if they are first learnt on the new ski simulator as
opposed to learning them from scratch on real snow; furthermore
2. By implication it is also expected that to learn those simulated skills and
to transfer them into the real world will be safer, more convenient
(available at any location, time and in any weather) and cost less than
learning those skills from scratch in the real world.
The basis for the research hypothesis claim is that the new simulator fulfilled all of
the following requirements that were thoroughly considered, supported and fully
integrated in its development process as identified in the literature review (Maran &
Galvin, 2003), (Schmidt et al., 2005, p. 458) & (Whitley, 1996, p. 78).
• The new simulator is based on the same science and physics as real snow skiing
(Lind & Sanders. 2004), (Muller, Bacharach, Klika, Lindinger &
Schwameder, 2005) and (Federolf, 2005).
• The actions that produce continuous linked turns on the new simulator require
the same dynamic turning actions and muscle coordination skills as those required
to produce continuous linked turns in real world skiing. (Schmidt et al. 2005, p.
458).
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• A simulated teaching and learning program and a real world transition program
was an integral part of the new simulator (Maran & Galvin, 2003).
• Its design incorporates current theories on learning complex whole body
activities. Current knowledge refers to design processes (refer chapter 2), science
and physics of skiing (refer chapter 2.2.2) and the theories for learning complex
skills (refer chapter 2.2.3).
Furthermore all the expert skiers who tested the new simulator confirmed that it
felt like real snow skiing. This coincides with Maran & Galvin (2003) who argue that
to avoid negative transfer of complex tasks a simulator must not only accurately
replicate the engineering or physical aspects of the real task but also, more
importantly, capture the psychological and functional aspect.

7.1 Summary
The objectives of this thesis was to determine whether a complex full body activity,
‘continuous linked ski turns’ as performed in downhill skiing, learnt on a new ski
simulator can be transferred into the real world.
A secondary goal was to establish whether this process provides advantages over
learning by performing the actual, snowfield‐based activity (will be safer, more
convenient; available at any location, time and in any weather and cost less than
learning those skills from scratch in the real world).
The importance of the research is in testing if the existing benefits of simulators in
areas such as aviation and medicine can also be of benefit in learning whole‐body
complex skills. Prior to this research the literature suggested that when very
complex movements are simulated they are different from those performed in a real
task. There was also little evidence that simulation was effective in acquiring the
complex whole‐body skills and control necessary for effective action in the sporting
arena.
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An experiment was devised to test the hypothesis. First a pilot study (with one
participant who had never previously skied) was run to trial the experiment.
Following the success of the pilot study the experiment was conducted with six
experimental and six control participants who had also never previously skied. The
six experimental participants were taught to ski on the simulator, by a program
developed by the author, then the six experimental and five control participants
were taken skiing (one control participant could not make it). In the morning the
experimental participants engaged in a 3 hour transition program, again devised by
the author, to transfer their simulated skills to real skiing while the control
participants did a regular 3 hour level one ski lesson with a qualified ski instructor.
After lunch all the participants were videoed skiing. The video of the participants
skiing (including the control participant‐ where the same protocols were followed)
was reviewed by two qualified ski instructors who rated each participant’s skiing
ability (using Likert scales) based on 7 essential criteria: Stance, Rotary actions,
Edging, Pressure control, Balance, Flexing & Extending and Pole use & Timing. The
data from the Likert scales was then analysed using IBM’s SPSS Statistics (PASW
Statistical Data Editor) software.
To support the results of the analysis two further trials were carried out:
‐ Firstly a more thorough expert re‐test of the new ski simulator was conducted. In
one further trial 10 expert/experienced skiers trialled the simulator and then
completed a Likert scale form (refer appendix 4) to indicate how skiing on the
simulator compared to real skiing. An analysis of the Likert data using IBM’s SPSS
Statistics (PASW Statistical Data Editor) software confirmed, with a 95% probability
of certainty, that skiing on the simulator is similar to skiing on real snow.
‐ Finally a trial was conducted by a level‐3 ski instructor which followed the same
basic methodology as the experiment. The only differences were that the simulator
and transition programs were developed and delivered by the ski instructor and
only one participant was used (a new participant with no previous skiing
experience).
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The main results from the research have provided some tentative evidence that a
complex full body activity, ‘continuous linked ski turns’ as performed in downhill
skiing, learnt on a new ski simulator can be transferred into the real world.
It also found that this process can provide some advantages over learning by
performing the actual activity (can be safer, more convenient; available at any
location, time and in any weather and cost less than learning those skills from
scratch in the real world).

7.2 Discussion of findings in relation to the hypothesis
In reference to the first part of the Hypothesis claim: the analysis of the
experimental data (refer chapter 5.1 & 5.2) concluded (with a 95% probability of
certainty) that 2 out of the 7 essential sub‐skills (Flexing & Extending and Pole Use
& Timing) did transfer from the simulator into real skiing (refer Plot 1 in chapter
5.1). The significance of this is that (according to the level‐3 ski instructor and the
two ski instructors who assessed the participants in the experiment) these two sub‐
skills are not taught on the first day of a level one ski lesson. To perform these two
sub‐skills a beginner first needs to reach a certain level of proficiency in all the other
6 essential sub‐skills. All the instructors noted that for most beginner (if not all)
Flexing & Extending and Pole Use & Timing would be too much to take in and
process on their first day skiing.
This is supported by the Likert data (from the experiment) which shows that all the
participants used the first 5 sub‐skills (Stance, Rotary actions, Edging, Pressure
Control and Balance) but Flexing & Extending and Pole Use & Timing were not used
(at all) by 4 out of the 5 control participants (skiers 1, 3, 5, and 11 on the Likert data
Skiing ability form; refer appendix 1). Only one of the control participants (skier 7
refer appendix 1) used both Flexing & Extending and pole Use & timing. However
when control skier 7 did use Pole Use & Timing it resulted in over rotation as noted
by the two assessing instructors.
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In contrast 6 of the 7 experimental participants (skiers 2, 4, 6, 8, 9 and 10) were able
to use Flexing & Extending and most importantly pole Use & Timing without over
rotating.
The trial conducted by the level‐3 ski instructor also supported this. In the trial the
instructor’s participant was also able to preform Flexing & Extending and pole Use &
timing (without over rotating) by the end of the day.
The fact that only the participants who learnt to ski on the simulator (except for
participant skier 12) were able to perform Flexing & Extending and pole Use &
timing, without over rotating, provides reasonable grounds to suggest that the ski
simulator must have been the contributing factor.
Another significance outcome was that all the participants who learnt to ski on the
simulator (except for participant Skier 12) were able to progress past the lower
beginner’s ski area’s serviced by the ski carpets (lift) and ski down from the top of
the beginner’s area serviced by the beginner’s chair lifts.
Both instructors who assessed the experiment commented that: it was quite an
achievement for the experimental participants, on their first day of skiing, to be able
to start performing parallel turns from the top of Perisher ski resort’s centre valley
beginners run. This is because the gradient on many sections of the run are more
intermediate level than beginner level making it too challenging for most first time
skiers. However they added that although the experimental participants were able
to ski and turn down Perisher ski resort’s centre valley beginners runs the gradient
on the steeper areas was still a little too demanding for the participants. On the
other hand they felt the pilot participant’s (Skier 9) skiing skills were exceptional for
a first‐time skier and that skiing down Perisher ski resort’s centre valley beginners
run was well within her capabilities.
Of importance is that all the participants who learnt to ski on the simulator (except
for participant Skier 12) were able to perform parallel turns. However, according to
the Perisher ski resort’s “Snowsports School self‐evaluation guide” it is only at level
3 that the transition from snowplough turns to parallel turns is introduced. This was
confirmed by the control participants who were only able to perform snowplough
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turns. The only exception was control participant Skier 7 who was able to start
performing parallel turns from the top of Perisher ski resort’s centre valley
beginners run. The assessing instructors noted that control participant Skier 7
demonstrated exceptional natural ability.
This was also the case with the level‐3 ski instructor’s participant who was able to
progress beyond the lower beginner’s ski area serviced by the ski carpet (lift) and
ski from the top of the beginner’s area serviced by the beginner’s chair lift. The
instructor noted that a first time skier on a level one ski lesson would not progress
beyond the ski carpet (lift) on their first day’s skiing. The instructor felt the ski
simulator had definitely contributed to the participant’s quick progress through the
transition program and for reaching a level of skiing not expected from a first time
skier.
Therefore based on the findings which confirm that:
‐ Flexing & Extending and Pole Use & Timing were statistically shown to have
transferred from the ski simulator to real skiing.
‐ All the participants that learnt to ski on the simulator were able to use Flexing &
Extending and Pole Use & timing without over rotating.
‐ Only one out of five control participant used Flexing & Extending and pole Use &
timing but over rotated when using pole Use & timing.
‐ Most first time skier’s would not progress beyond the beginner’s area serviced by
the ski carpet lift on their first day’s skiing.
‐ All the participants that learnt to ski on the simulator (except one) were able to
progress past the lower beginner’s ski area serviced by the ski carpet (lift) whereas
only one control participant was able to but could not stop without over rotating
and falling.
As a result of the above findings it can be argued there is sufficient evidence to
tentatively support the first part of the hypothesis claim.
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In reference to the second part of the Hypothesis claim Burton et al. (1984) noted
that snow skiing has some negative aspects such as “it is expensive”, “it is time
consuming”, and “it can be dangerous”.
The simulator and its “Program for teaching and learning skiing skills on the new
simulator” have both been demonstrated to be safe. At the time of writing this thesis
37 people had clocked a total of 38 hours skiing on the new simulator. During this
time not a single user has ever sustained an injury or fallen while using the new ski
simulator. When asked, all users commented that they never felt intimidated or
experienced any fear of falling or being injured while using the simulator. In fact all
users asked to have more runs on the simulator (after their first run) and typically
commented that it was fun to use. Furthermore, the simulator and its “Program for
teaching and learning skiing skills on the new simulator” have both been approved
by the University of Canberra Committee for Ethics in Human Research. This
included the simulator passing a Tag Test to ensure its electrical safety.
Learning to ski on the simulator costs less than learning to ski on real snow where
the cost of equipment, travel, accommodation, lift passes and lessons can be
expensive. For example the cost per control participant to conduct the experiment
was $317 ($AU in 2009). This cost included: one day equipment hire, bus travel, one
day lift pass and a 3 hour level 1 private ski lesson (shared with 3 people) (Refer
appendix 5). However for the control participants to perform parallel turns (as per
the experimental participants) they would need to complete levels 1, 2 and 3 ski
lessons (according to the Perisher ski resort’s “Snowsports School self evaluation
guide”). Typically this would take three days and cost approximately $1,121 ($AU in
2009); Refer appendix 6 ($456 for passes, travel and equipment hire, plus $129 for
clothing, plus $336 for 3 x 3 hr private ski lessons shared with 3 people plus $200
for 2 nights’ accommodation).
In comparison the estimated cost for each experimental participant to perform
parallel turns was $507 ($AU in 2009). This included $200 for doing the “Program
for teaching and learning skiing skills on the new simulator” (10 days x 20 minute
per session at a charge of $60 per hour‐ Refer appendix 7) plus $152 for coach
travel, equipment and passes, plus $43 for clothing, plus $112 for a 3 hour transition
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program (same cost as a 3 hr private ski lesson shared with 3 people) (Refer
appendix 5).
Finally learning to ski on the simulator can be more convenient as it is not affected
by the weather (being for indoor use only) and can be available in any location. Bad
weather can make learning to ski more difficult and sometimes can force resorts to
close.
Therefore based on these arguments there are also sufficient grounds to also
tentatively support the second part of the hypothesis claim.

7.3 Discussion of findings in relation to previous research.
Summary of the previous research:
Evidence of simulation as a successful learning tool is mainly limited to cases such
as driving a motor vehicle or flying an aircraft where the muscular coordination
consists of carefully controlled small magnitude actions, primarily of hands and feet.
Schmidt & Lee (2005: 458) argue that in general there is little evidence that
simulation is effective in acquiring the complex whole‐body skills and control
necessary for effective action in the sporting arena. They say a reason for this is that
simulations are frequently applied with no consideration for the types of transfer
that will result. Maran & Galvin (2003) say that to avoid negative transfer of
complex tasks a simulator must accurately replicate the movements of the real
activity. To do this a simulator must not only reproduce the engineering or physical
accuracy of the real task but more significantly the way it captures the psychological
or functional aspects of the real task.
Maran & Galvin (2003) assert that the benefit of medical simulators is that they can
mimic some aspect of a working environment which can vary in levels of
complexity. They summarised the advantages for using simulators in medical
training as follows:
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‐ create a risk‐free learning environment,
‐ allow errors to develop and to be pursued to their natural end,
‐ enables a process that supports deliberate practice, reflection and feedback,
(reflection‐in‐action) that can be repeated until a skill has been mastered. This
has been shown to enhance long term skills attainment and accuracy,
‐ tasks can be simplified so as to remove undesired distractions,
‐ training can be personalized to individual needs,
‐ transference of skills to the real world is enhanced (reflection‐on‐action),
‐ evaluation standards can be enhanced.
Of importance is that these advantages should apply to most simulated training
applications.
However, Maran & Galvin (2003) note that an essential component for any
simulator device is an educational teaching and learning program. They argue that
many simulators are under‐utilised because they are purchased with no educational
support material to facilitate and maximize their use.
From previous research the author surmised that in order for a complex full body
activity learnt on a simulator to transfer into the real world will require a holistic
approach which comprises:
‐ a simulator where the types of transfers that result have been considered as a
fundamental part of its design process. It must precisely reproduce both the
engineering or physical accuracy and the psychological or functional aspects of the
real task;
‐ a specifically tailored educational teaching and learning program.

Discussion:
In the design of the new ski simulator and its training and transition programs
previous research findings and knowledge were applied as follows:
‐ The fundamental elements/sub‐skills of downhill snow skiing were identified
(refer chapter 2.2.2). Continuous linked turns, commonly known as parallel turns
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were selected as the skill that most critically defines the ability to ski. This is
because a skier must first master all the fundamental elements of skiing in order to
perform ‘continuous linked ski turns’.
‐ The engineering physics and actions of performing Parallel turns on real snow was
accuracy replicated in the new simulator (refer chapter 2.2.2).
‐ The theories on learning complex skills which included “Increasingly Complex
Microworlds (ICM) theory”, “Physical Guidance/Assisted learning” and Concept of
Self‐Controlled Learning were essential to the simulators design (refer chapters
2.2.3, 2.3.1, 2.3.2 & 2.3.3).
‐ Two integrated training programs were developed; a program for teaching and
learning “Parallel turns” on the simulator and a program to transfer the simulated
skills into real skiing (refer chapters 3.7.1, 3.7.2 & 3.7.3). The first step in developing
these programs was to identify the basic sub‐skills required to perform parallel
turns. These programs were based on existing proven methods and programs used
worldwide by ski school to teach people how to ski. Of importance is that the
method used for teaching and learning a skill on the simulator is the same as that
used for transferring that skill into the real world. Furthermore the order the sub‐
skills are delivered in the two programs must be the same. This ensures a smoother,
easier and faster transition to real skiing.
‐ The psychological aspects (sensation) of performing “Parallel turns” was verified
by conducting a trial with 10 expert skiers and running a statistical analysis of the
Likart data collected in the trial (refer chapters 6 to 6.1.4).
As the finding from this research demonstrated that there are sufficient grounds to
tentatively support the research hypothesis claim in turn they also verified:
‐ The findings from previous research which were used in the design of the new ski
simulator and its training and transition programs.
‐ That the benefits of medical simulators as identified by Maran & Galvin (2003)
also applied to the new ski simulator.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions, implications and recommendations.
The new simulator and its programs have made some progress in answering the
research question. The findings have provided some evidence to show that an
extremely complex whole‐body activity, such as snow skiing, learnt in a simulated
environment can transfer into the real world. Furthermore it has demonstrated that
this process can provide advantages over learning by performing the actual activity.
In particular it has provided some evidence to show that ‘continuous linked ski
turns’ can be performed in a shorter period of time on real snow if they are first
learnt on the new ski simulator as opposed to learning them from scratch on real
snow.
It has also indicated that to learn those simulated skills and to transfer them into the
real world will be safer, more convenient (available at any location, time and in any
weather) and cost less than learning those skills from scratch in the real world.

8.1 Implications of the findings and the contribution of the research to the
field.
By providing tentative evidence that a full body complex activity like snow skiing
learnt in a simulated environment can transfer into the real world the implications
of the findings and their contribution to the field of research are that:
‐ They provide a template which can be used and further developed by future
research to explore transference of simulated complex full body skills.
‐ They can help to further understand what is involved in transferring a simulated
complex activity into the real world. In particular that a holistic approach which
broadly integrates design, psychology, training and learning, as adopted in this
research, can provide some promising outcomes.
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The findings of the expert re‐testing also have implications that can make a
contribution to the field of research, by:
‐ demonstrated that a simulated environment can offer new opportunities for
coaching and instructing full body complex skills to expert participants. As
described in chapter 6.2.1 where a level 3 ski instructor was able to identify and
easily correct a common fault in the skiing technique of two expert skiers after only
ten minutes with each skier. The instructor noted that to correct this common fault
on real snow an expert skier would usually require several lessons often over a few
weeks and sometimes necessitating video feedback. Of course further research is
required to verify if these corrections will transfer to real snow skiing;
‐ revealing that expert skiers found that known faults in their skiing techniques on
real snow also appeared on the simulator. But unlike real snow skiing, on the
simulator they were able to correct these faults. This was because of the mirror in
front for the simulator, providing instant feedback. As with the previous point,
further research is required to verify if these corrections will transfer to real snow
skiing.
Importantly there are reasonable grounds to further research the two previous
points given that; the findings of the expert re‐testing revealed that there is a
greater than 95% probability that more than 80% (takes into account our small
sample size of 10 participants; refer chapter 3.8) of all expert skiers in the
population would agree that skiing on the new simulator is similar to skiing on real
snow in four of the five categories (Turns, Edging, Coordination and Sensation).

8.2 Recommendations for further research
The recommendations for further research are as follows:
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‐ To refine the simulator itself, specifically the pole mechanism. This was highlighted
in the expert re‐testing of the simulator where the pole mechanism received a low
Likert score from all the experts. While all the experts agreed that the pole
mechanism worked very well as a safety aid they felt it required further refinement
to accurately simulate pole planting.
To further refine the simulator a biomechanical analysis had been considered prior
to conducting the experiment. The biomechanical analysis would have helped
uncover any differences between skiing on the simulator and skiing on real snow.
However, budgetary constraints limited pursuit of this aspect.
‐ To refine the program for teaching and learning ski skills on the new simulator to
be more like that used by the level‐3 ski instructor. The program would need to be
developed in collaboration with a certified level‐3 ski instructor and also delivered
by a certified level‐3 ski instructor. This would essentially involve starting with low
speeds and steering actions as a bridge to learning parallel turns. Another change
would be to have longer continuous periods on the simulator of up to 15‐minutes on
the last 4 days. The aim here would be to improve ski fitness to better prepare for
the transition program. Fitness was found to play a major roll in learning to perform
parallel turns. For example all the participants who learnt to ski on the simulator
and who had good fitness levels were not only able to perform parallel turns (with
one exception, refer chapter 4.5 & 4.6) by the end of the transition program but
were able to keep on improving right up to the end of the day. This was further
highlighted by one of the experimental participants who learnt to ski on the
simulator faster than all the other experimental participants. This participant was
also able to transfer the simulated skills to real skiing faster than all the other
participants but stopped progressing mid afternoon when fatigue set in.
‐ To refine the transition program by aligning it with the refined program for
teaching and learning ski skills on the new simulator. The routines and their
sequence in the transition program should be the same as those practiced in the
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program for teaching and learning ski skills on the new simulation. The transition
program would also need to be developed in collaboration with a certified level‐3
ski instructor and also delivered by a certified level‐3 ski instructor. The program
would also need to start with steering actions as a bridge to parallel turns. This
should enable the participants to make the connection with the simulated skills
right from the start when steering actions are introduced (as in the ski instructor’s
transition program) rather than towards the end of the program when parallel turns
are performed (as in the author’s transition program). Establishing an early
connection is important as it builds confidence and ensures a faster and smoother
progression to performing parallel turns on real snow. Again this was demonstrated
by the ski instructor’s participant whose progression to parallel turns was easier
and smoother than that of the author’s participants.
Another option which can be explored is to spread the transition program over two
days which would place less demand on fitness.
‐ With both the program for teaching and learning ski skills on the new simulation
and the transition program there may be a need for some flexibility in the way the
programs are delivered. This stems from something the level‐3 ski instructor noted
that with ski instructing it is essential to adjust the teaching method to suit the
participant’s personality and learning style. For example some people like to learn
to ski primarily by watching the instructor while others prefer more explanations,
intervention and guidance.
‐ To display a video movie, on a screen, in front of the simulator which replicates
skiing down a slope. By tuning the video image to respond to the movements of the
use it is anticipated that the user would more closely experience the sensation of
real snow skiing. It is also hoped that this would provide the psychological sensation
of speed which would greatly help in learning to ski. The video screen would be
used in conjunction with the mirror (which is currently used), for example:
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•

The mirror would be used for feedback when learning to ski and to help develop
ski techniques or correct faults in ski techniques.

•

The purpose of the video screen would be to provide an added element of
reality to the simulation. It is hoped this will further enhance the transference of
skills into the real world by providing the sensation of speed and a connection to
the real environment. Maran & Galvin (2003) noted that accurately simulating
the real environment “has been shown to be a powerful learning experience” and
“is often used to increase the psychological fidelity of scenarios”. The significance
of this is that Maran & Galvin (2003) argue that the most important aspect of a
simulator is the way it captures the psychological or functional aspects of the
real task.
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Appendices
Appendix 1 Skiing Ability form.
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Appendix 2
University of Canberra’s Committee for Ethics in Human Research Forms.
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Appendix 3
The ‘Simulator Training Timetable’
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‘Schedule for the two Experiment Day on the Snow’: Tuesday 4th August 2009 & Wednesday 5th August 2009

Meet at Jolimont Centre Canberra bus depot

5:15 am

Depart on Murrays coach

5:30 am

Arrive at Bulloks Flat (Pick up ski hire equipment, Participants change into ski gear)

8:00 am

Depart Bullocks Flat on ski tube train to Perisher ski resort

8:40 am

Arrive at Perisher ski resort

9:00 am

3 control participants do a 3 Hr level 1 ski lesson with a ski instructor.
3 experimental participants do the 3Hr transition program with the author.

9:30 am to 12:30 pm

Lunch break

12:30 pm to 1:15 pm

Ski Test

1:30 pm to 3:00 pm

Depart Perisher on ski tube

3:12 pm

Arrive Bullocks Flat (change out of ski gear and return ski equipment)

3:32 pm

Depart on Murrays coach

4:30 pm

Arrive at Jolimont Centre Canberra

7:00 pm
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Appendix 4
Experts Feedback Sheet.

Holds a level 2 ski instructing
certificate.

163

164

Certified ski instructor

165

166

Certified ski instructor

167

168

169

Level 3 certified ski instructor. Currently works as a
ski instructor in both Australia and the USA.
Conducted the Ski Instructors Trial; refer section 6.2
170

Holds a level 3 ski instructing
certificate.
171

Certified ski instructor, has
instructed in both Australia and
Europe. Currently races in the
masters program.
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Appendix 5
Cost per control participant to conduct the experiment.
The cost per control participant to conduct the experiment was $317 ($AU in 2009).This cost
included: one day equipment hire, bus travel, one day lift pass and a 3 hour level 1 private ski
lesson (shared with 3 people).

Cost break down:
1. Murrays coach package from Canberra to Perisher return includes:
Coach travel
Unrestricted lift pass
Kosciuszko National Park entry
Hire of skis, stocks & boots
Per person = $152
2. Perisher hire of ski pants and parkas:
Per person = $43
3. Perisher Private 3 hour ski lesson for 3 people:

Per person = $112

4. Locker at Perisher
Per person = $10
Total cost per control participant : $317
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Appendix 6
Cost of 3 days ski package.
For the control participants to perform parallel turns (as per the experimental participants) they
would need to complete levels 1, 2 and 3 ski lessons (according to the Perisher ski resort’s
“Snowsports School self evaluation guide”). Typically this would take three days and cost
approximately $1,121 ($AU in 2009) ‐ $456 for 3 day coach travel, 3 day unrestricted lift pass, 3
day Kosciuszko National Park entry, 3 day hire of skis, stocks & boots (Murrays coach package
from Canberra to Perisher return), plus $129 for 3 day hire of parker and pants ($43 per day),
plus $336 for 3 x 3Hr private ski lessons shared with 3 people, plus $200 for 2 nights’
accommodation ($100 per night)
Alternatively if own transport is used and coach is not required typically this would cost
approximately $965 ($AU in 2009) for three days ‐ $200 for 2 nights’ accommodation ($100 per
night), plus $300 for a 3 day lift pass and $336 for 3 x 3Hr private ski lessons shared with 3
people, plus $129 for intermediate level equipment hire.
For typical cost of ski accommodation refer
http://www.perisher.com.au/winter/station/2day.html
http://ski.com.au/accommodation/perisher/index.html
http://www.wotif.com/hotels/lake‐jindabyne‐hotel.html
http://www.onsnow.com.au/pages/home/perisher‐blue/perisher‐accommodation.php
For cost of perisher ski passes (tickets) refer
http://www.perisher.com.au/winter/prices/mt_pass‐regular.html
For cost of perisher 3hr private ski lessons refer
http://www.perisher.com.au/winter/snowsports/private.html
For typical cost of equipment hire (20092010 prices) for 3 days refer
http://www.rhythm.net.au/pages/Rental‐Rates.html
Skis, Boots and Poles (intermediate):
$70
Parka and Pants:
$45
Helmet:
$14
Total: $129
Glover and goggles are not hired and need to be purchased.
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Appendix 7
Experimental participant costs.
The estimated cost for each experimental participant to perfume parallel turns was $507 ($AU in
2009). This included $200 for personal trainer for doing the “Program for teaching and learning
skiing skills on the new simulator” (10 days x 20 minute per session at a charge of $60 per hour),
plus $152 for 1 day coach travel, 1 day unrestricted lift pass, 1 day Kosciuszko National Park
entry, 1 day hire of skis, stocks & boots (Murrays coach package from Canberra to Perisher
return), plus $43 for 1 day hire of parker and pants (Refer appendix 5), plus $112 for the
“transition program” (same cost as a 3 hr private ski lesson shared with 3 people)
For personal trainer costs refer‐
http://www.costhelper.com/cost/fitness/personal‐trainer.html
Cost of personal trainer $60‐$70 per hour
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